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Abstract

This thesis paper uncovers the valued aspects of considerations for developing the
business network by transnational entrepreneurs while they establish their business
in countries like Finland. For doing so, this study undergoes a qualitative research
model for collecting, constructing, formulation and analyzing empirical data with
comparison to the scientific literature review of different business network
approaches.
This thesis paper provides a comprehensive theoretical base of understanding
through carefully selecting critical concepts on entrepreneurship, transnational
entrepreneurship, and business network. The author has constructed the literature
review by following fundamentals of qualitative research methods of (summarizing,
categorizing and structuring) for data collection and analysis of theoretical and
empirical data. This study has been constructed by carefully fragmented chapters
that would lead through a continuous flow of research steps towards exploring the
results.
Portraying the actual scenario, the author provides details discussion on the
transnational entrepreneurship and its formidable impact over the economy in
countries like Finland. Moreover, for analyzing the empirical data, the author has
fragmented the whole discussion on the interviews in three phases, so that, the
different aspects of network considerations can be well presented, understood and
analyzed. The first phase focuses on representing previous experiences, the second
phase focuses on the current business establishment process, while the third phase
represents the organization’s operational process.
The author has considered the four fundamental aspects of the business networks
while constructing the analysis on the outcomes. Which consist of the followings,
business network as structure, relationship, position, and process. Hence, the
outcomes would suggest a scientific guideline from the business network
development perspective, for new transnational entrepreneurs in Finland.
Off all, this study offers a scientifically structured discussion of the topic by
formulating a solid theoretical base followed by high quality and detailed empirical
datasets with valued ethical standards.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Achieving economic stability is one of the main goals of any country, especially during
the worldwide economic recession that took place after the 9/11. While the big
business entities were facing business cut, the small and medium business enterprises
started to be proven more resilient through creating more job opportunities and
contributing to the overall socio-economic developments (Berry et al. 2001; Gregory
et al. 2002).
The economy of Finland was confronted by huge challenges, after the fall of Nokia
era during the year 2008-2011 (Aspara et al. 2011); (Häikiö, 2004), it was eminent that
new entrepreneur would emerge with small or medium business enterprises to move
forward towards achieving economic stability. Alongside with the Finnish
nationalities, migrants took part in the game in search of better life and increase the
inflow of income and started exploring new business opportunities in Finland while
keeping bond to their home country nations (Forsender et al. 2002). The initiatives
from immigrants played a significant role in the economy, making the opportunity for
self-employment and enhance and circulate the financial run. Hence, these
phenomenon' became more intriguing and came under more study by researchers to
develop a better understanding of their initiatives and story of success and failure
(Forsender et al. 2002).
Agreeing to the argument by Forsender et al. (2002), we also need to take to under
consideration that, starting any business in a foreign country is always a big challenge,
if it is a startup/new business then, it confronts more obstacle on its way towards the
establishment and reaching profits (Kayode, 2010). Therefore, considering these
above presented arguments, the author has developed a keen interest in conducting
further research addressing these issues in the context of Finland.
The world is becoming more global day by day making the environment for business
environments more entrepreneur-friendly. However, having all these obstacles turning
to be easier to comprehend the competition of startup business becomes profoundly
intense. To cope up with such intensity, business networks and its considerations have
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become a key player for these new startups to enter the sustainable level of competition
and start the journey (Birley, 1985). Hence, taking the arguments to be true, referring
to aspects of challenges (Kayode, 2010) and business network playing key role to meet
these challenges (Birley, 1985), the author has set the objective of this research paper
related to transnational entrepreneurship and business network considerations.
Before the beginning, let us start with refraining our mind with few of the basic
understanding about research work, for example, answering the question of what could
be the basic idea behind any research? According to J. Wilson (2014), "Research is all
about generating answers to the questions – to advance knowledge." Although this
generalization of research gives the core idea, perhaps to dig deep in the definition
could elaborate the understanding and also would enlighten the way forward in
formulating the framework of this research paper. Furthermore, J. Wilson (2014, p.9)
has given a bit more elaborated definition about research, by defining it as a continuous
flow of formalized steps involving gathering, collecting, analyzing and finally
interpretation of information.
Hence, from the above two definitions, it can be assumed that the base idea of research
is not only limited to finding the answer to the required questions but also to implement
a process of combination of relevant steps to develop mechanism toward the path of
reaching the goal of getting the answers.
In this research paper, the fundamental goal is to seek understanding over the network
considerations, that any transnational entrepreneur undergoes while establishing a new
business or enhance ongoing business in Finland. Hence, the topic of this research
could be defined as the following, "Network Considerations for Transnational
Entrepreneurship: The Case of TE's in Finland." This paper would start with a
discussion regarding the thesis project plan followed by an overview of how to figure
out the way forward towards reaching the answers to the research question of this
topic. The following chapter will discuss regarding the background and motivation to
this above-selected topic.
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1.1

Background and motivation of the topic selection

The world is moving towards globalization, and as a result, people are becoming more
interested in migrating from one country to another in search of new life, job or future.
Although, countries having respective different foreign policies in alien acceptance
while discouraging random people in migration to their respective county. However,
a lot of other countries are opening up their borders for accepting and welcoming these
new faces for the sake of national interest and or international interest of economic
growth and overall development (Drori et al. 2009). Finding a new home and means
of living and survival in a new journey through adapting to whole new society becomes
the important challenge for each of the migrants.
Hence, the increasing need for survival triggers the sense of self-employment, which
eventually opens up the door for income and adaptation to the new society. The
activities carried out by survival instinct can be termed as niche marketing while these
actors and their activities can be termed as transnational business activities, as the
tendency is rising with the increased impact of the immigrants in the new host country
(Drori et al. 2009; Brzozowski et al. 2017).
On the other hand, the existing research study on TE's mostly focused on the business
environment representing the western world (Birley, 1985). Therefore, the author has
intended to move research focus to Scandinavian countries through addressing this
issue from the existing business environment of countries like Finland.
The current existing scenario related to the immigrants and new business development
activities have been very motivating towards selecting topics for the research study.
Justifying this argument of topic selection would be followed by a brief discussion on
the recent history of the business environment of Finland. The overall economic
situations faced by Finland during the last decades was very much challenging. The
economic growth trend has been falling.
Facing worldwide recession, Finland began to recover its unemployment rate by the
later part of the 1990s (Joronen T., 2002) However, the actual scenario of the
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immigrant unemployment was yet to be improved (Joronen T., 2002). The need for
employment for immigrants forced the authorities to facilitate the activities related to
small or medium sized business, which triggered the establishment of a considerable
number of small and medium business, especially, in Helsinki, for example, small
shops and restaurants (Joronen T. 2002, 131-132). These positive activities towards
encouraging entrepreneurship had resulted in the positive impact on the national
economy of Finland (Joronen T. 2002, 131-132).
In addition to the above Finnish Government initiated collected effort focusing on
especially on metropolitan areas (Helsinki, Espoo), which eventually proved to be very
promising as during the year 2012 the number to immigrant entrepreneur hit 9000 bar,
where about 43% of these people were employed in capital region, and there was a
noticeable trend of increment in the share of start-ups and enterprises (Joronen, 2012).
Also, the number of enterprises owned by immigrants were significantly increased
since then, as per the report in one of the most popular newspapers named "Helsingin
Sanomat (12/2006)"- "The number of immigrants owned enterprises has almost
doubled since 2001. According to Statistics Finland and the Trade Register, Finland
has around 5,600 enterprises established and led by immigrants." (Kayode, 2010).
The effort from Finland Government authorities are eminent and had an exclusive
impact on the progress of immigrant entrepreneurship, for example, Business advice,
Education or Training and Finances are mentionable.
However, the employment situations in Finland is still in the process of recovery from
the downfall of Nokia. Government of Finland is still putting more and more effort to
trigger the enhancement of Immigrant Entrepreneurship, the financing facilities for all
sorts entrepreneurs are to some extent similar along with lot of other opportunities to
facilitate the startup business, as per "Expat Finland, 2004-2010" in previous years, for
non-Finnish speakers being an entrepreneur had to face many challenges during
starting, developing and operating a business on his own, however, recently the
positive supports regarding these are becoming more and more available.
In summary, agreeing with Birley (1985), followed by increased focused on Finnish
Government on developing entrepreneurship presented by Joronen T. (2002);
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(Kayode, 2010) and data from "Helsingin Sanomat (12/2006)"; Expat Finland, (20042010), it seemed imminent to go on with further research study. Now, the next chapter
would discuss the fundamentals of this research paper, by clarifying the research gap
and provide a better focal point of this further study.
1.2

Research gap

Although, Transnational Entrepreneurship (TE) is one of the most rapidly growing
aspects of flourishing International Business (IB), the presence of transnational field
has been encountered since middle age trading period (Portes et al. 2001). Moreover,
the fundamentals of TE are off the similar pattern to IB. However, the difference in
approaches made TE standing apart from IB. The phenomenon, Transnational
Entrepreneurship is a combination of activities and process followed by an immigrant
while establishing business between cross-cultural and national contexts, as explained
by Israel Drori et al. (2009). The question remains, while the TE is going through the
business establishment process, how the considerations for business networks
formulation are designed to pinning the most suitable combinations for business?
After careful screening of the available research on the actual field of TE, the lack of
scientific research in theoretical and methodological analysis over choosing proper
business network structure or framework during TE establishment in considering both
on local and global perspective is evident (Chen & Tan, 2009). Moreover, in addition
to the above argument, they triggered the most exciting questions pointing out the four
critical aspects of transnationalism, such as the types of network, surrounding
circumstances, outcomes in context to transnationalism, and methods of nurturing such
networks. However, questions remain how these networks are being selected? What
could be the selection process and considerations? These issues are yet to be addressed
by research studies.
These challenging thoughts triggered the aspiration of the author towards sketching
out the topic as "Network Considerations for Transnational Entrepreneurship: The
Case of TE's in Finland."
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According to Bruderl & Preisendorfer et al. (1996), the network structure and its
formulations always depend on the individual/entrepreneur and business environment
and geographical locations, which are never static for an extended period, and to cope
up with the change of core elements, the shape and structure of the network can adjust
and evolve. Therefore, it can be argued that considering the changing nature of
business network formulation depending on surrounding variables, the fundamentals
of network structure and its formulation considered by any TEs in the western world
cannot be compared to the other parts of the world using the similar standards of
measuring tools or elements.
Therefore, there is a greater need for more scientific research studies on network
considerations and transnational entrepreneurship from the Scandinavian countries'
perspective. In this research paper, the author would be considering Finland as our
case business environment. In summary, the objective of this research paper it is to
contribute in the overall lack of scientific study on the issue focusing on TEs
consideration for developing business networks during the entrepreneurship business
establishment and operation process from the context of available business
environment offered in countries like Finland. Thus, understand and analyze how the
considerations for business network perspective as structure, relationships, position,
and process are being formulated.
The following chapter would carry out discussion on defining the research question
and methods of this research paper.
1.3

Research question and method

Discussion over the pointing of research gaps opens the door towards the development
of the research question or questions. This chapter would articulate the fundamental
research question to narrow down to the topic by carefully developing constructing
further steps for reaching the objecting of this research. Reviewing the critical
conceptual issues of the research gap, which involved, transnational entrepreneurship,
business network, and entrepreneurship business establishment and surrounding
environments would eventually lead us towards constructing the research question.
Hence, focusing on the connectivity among the above three critical concepts of
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immigrants entrepreneurship business, research question can be designed as looking
for answers towards how the TEs would consider their business network structure and
develop a strong relationship with critical network players while establishing their
business.
Furthermore, these considerations are needed to be analyzed through the focal lens
with context to current entrepreneurship business environments, such as the likes of
Finland. Hence, this thesis research would seek answers to the following research
questions:
Research Question: How transnational entrepreneurs consider formulating
business networks while establishing the new business?
To find the answer to the research question, at first, we need to understand what
entrepreneurship is, what is transnational entrepreneurship and who is a transnational
entrepreneur? How their business establishment process is connected to business
networks? How these business network actors are being selected and playing such a
role in the overall business goals? While we dig deep to find the answers to the main
research questions we need to logically sort them up and fragment them in such
pattern, so that, the breakdown could eventually lead us to the main answers that we
are looking for.
The author has planned to develop this research study by following "Qualitative
Research Method". Initially, the research would start with extensive literature review
through developing the understanding over fundamental topics by carefully reviewing
the existing scientific research papers. When a solid theoretical base has been set, the
author would look forward to undergoing the process of empirical data collection by
selecting the case company and conducting official face to face interview to gather
related information. In the final step, a thorough discussion and analysis would be
carried out in context to the developed theoretical base and empirical data set to
explore the expected answers to the above research question.
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The following flowchart has been designed to introduce the core issues that are
fundamentally connected with this research paper and at the same time to draw a
graphic view of the overall research design and fundamental connected contexts.

International
Business
International
Business

-New Business
Development
-Business
Expansion

Transnational
Entrepreneurship

- Self-Employment
- Job Creation
- Economic
Development

Business
Network

Country of
Origin

- Friends & Family
- Professional
Connections
- New business
connections
- Government
agencies
- Other Subsidiaries
or agencies

Host Country

Figure 1: Research Design Flowchart
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- Government
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or agencies
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The above flowchart of this research design is representing the core issues and
concepts that are related to this research topic. Moreover, it is showing the connectivity
between each variable and concepts. On the other hand, this above figure 1 (p.14) is
portraying the origin of the research gap from the connectivity of the two different
dimensions of the international business research study. The following chapter would
provide the demonstration over the planned structure of this research paper.
1.4

Structure of this research paper

As mentioned earlier the fundamental objective of this research paper is to explore the
variables related to the considerations for developing a business network while any
transnational entrepreneur undergoes business establishment. The author has
articulated the whole structure of this research paper in such a way so that, it would
generate solid theoretical data set as the base to analyze empirical data scientifically.
The primary challenge would be to arrange data in such a way to maintain connectivity
among two different dimensions of the research study.
Hence, this research has been structured in four stages, starting with addressing
theoretical study on existing scientific research literature fundamentally required to
creating the base understanding over critical issues. In the second phase, the main
focus was to demonstrate the most suitable research methods. Therefore, a clear
guideline can be carried out for the collection of empirical data in context to the
theoretical framework with keeping in mind the ethical conduct of data collection. The
third phase would focus on collecting empirical data through face to face interview,
which is followed by further scientific analysis. The final stage consists of discussion
on the results and conclusion along with suggestions for the further research study.
These significant phases of research structure have been segmented into six
consecutive chapters. The first chapter would carry out the introduction regarding the
topic itself followed by few chapters clearing the idea of the topic along with the
motivation, pointing out the research gap and generalized methods to be followed.
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In the second chapter, the author would be discussing the currently available scientific
research papers fundamentality connected to the topic itself. For example,
entrepreneurship, transnational entrepreneurship and study on business networks and
its different approaches. The relationship and connectivity between these two different
dimensions would also be presented here.
The third chapter would discuss the selected suitable research methodology and pour
light over the reasoning why such methods would be more suitable comparing to other
research method and approaches for data collection and further analysis.
In the fourth chapter, the discussion would be focused on representing collected
empirical data as findings. The empirical data sets would be segmented according to
the need for further analysis representing theoretical aspects.
The fifth chapter has been carefully designed to carry out the analysis by comparing
the theoretical and empirical data. The design would be directed toward exploring the
answers to the research question.
Furthermore, the sixth and final chapter would present brief discussion over the results,
which would be followed by carefully articulated subchapter of answering the research
questions along with contribution to the theoretical and managerial aspects and finally,
a brief discussion would also be presented for explaining how reliability and validity
of this overall study has been ensured throughout the long process of this research
study. Finally, it will bring an end to the overall discussion by acknowledging the
limitations of this overall study, following up with suggestions for the future research
study.
Finally, a summary would be drawn to conclude the search and draw attention to the
findings and answer to the research questions following up with conclusion and
limitations of this study.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Key concepts to be considered

Transnational Entrepreneurship itself is a vast topic, and when business networks come
along as the fundamental theoretical aspects to be discussed, the coverage through
theoretical discussion becomes a huge task. So far, focusing on our research plan and
its fundamental goals, we will not be covering all the connected aspects that might
relate to both these broad topics. Instead, we would try to magnify our focus towards
the key aspects that might solely relate to the issues to develop constructive
understanding and scientific theoretical data set towards finding the answers of our
research goals.
Therefore, the starting focus would be on Transnational Entrepreneur & Transnational
Entrepreneurship (TE), both would be termed as TE as short form depending on its
nature and use. Then the breakdown would look into TE's impact on the overall
economy of Finland. Then, the focus would be on to Business Networks and its
connection and correlations with TE. However, to cover the critical areas of our
discussion and formulating the sequential flow of steps towards finding our answers
of research questions, the key concepts would not be limited to Transnational
Entrepreneurial concepts & Business network theory only.
As the research process move forward, the above concepts are broken into pieces for
in-depth knowledge of TE's relation with business Network. Furthermore, the concept
of the business network would be carefully studied from the four different aspects, for
example, network as structure, network as the relationship, network as positions and
network as the process. These key concepts are expected to develop our fundamental
understanding of the topic itself and its related issues, while we move forward towards
reaching the research goals.
Therefore, as the first step towards developing the understanding over Transnational
Entrepreneurship (TE), we would begin with the theoretical discussion of what
entrepreneurship is? Hence, understanding of TE could be reflected afterward.
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2.2

Overview on entrepreneurship

The term "Entrepreneurship" is a vast phenomenon. It covers extensive areas starting
from human psychology and management to social, political and economic aspects
that are surrounding the overall business environment. Several researchers have
backed this statement, "The study of entrepreneurship spans a wide range of fields
including decision sciences, economics, management, sociology, and psychology."
(Amit et al. 1993). However, for narrowing down our focus, we will not be going
through all the aspects, instead, focus on a few primary sections to develop our basic
understanding.
Most of the scholars have defined entrepreneurship considering two areas of
perspective, like first, the entity that defines the entrepreneur and second, the actions
done by an entrepreneur (Venkataraman, 1997). That means, definition eventually
focuses on individual traits and activities. In addition to this argument, he continued
to add focus on the outcomes of the entrepreneurial activities to materialize the future
opportunities

to

attain

business

goals.

Schumpeter

(1989),

has

labeled

entrepreneurship as a very critical and eminent element in the society, by which, a
society can march forward towards positive growth and development from an overall
economic perspective.
Shane & Venkataraman (2000), has defined entrepreneurship more form the
commercial viewpoints presenting arguments regarding entrepreneurship as the
"discovery and exploration of profitable opportunities." Hence, it can be assumed that
"Entrepreneurship" covers not only the aspects of business but also overall essential
parts of the social structure.
If we narrow down out focus more towards the commercial aspects and if specifically,
to the organizational level, we would find it more exciting arguments on its
involvements. Complementing the above discussion, Shane & Venkataraman (2002),
has cited Amit et al. (1993), arguing that, entrepreneurship can be generated as new or
within existing organization and similarly the selling of opportunities may include both
new or existing individuals or organizations (Amit et al. 1993). In support to this
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argument Stevenson & Jarillo (1990), has added, the sense of control over the current
resources within the organization. Hence, it can be assumed that entrepreneurship can
be created within an existing or new organization, having no control over existing
resources, and finally can sell opportunity or product to any individual or organization.
According to Amit et al. (1993), "Entrepreneurs are individuals who innovate, identify
and create business opportunities, assemble and coordinate new combinations of
resources (production functions) to extract the most profits from their innovations in
an uncertain environment."
Off all these definitions of the entrepreneur, the typical things that repeatedly came
into consideration or citation could be the following two, that an entrepreneur is an
individual or group of persons following certain activities to explore new business
opportunities and achieve goals. However, considering the activity or entrepreneurs &
entrepreneurship can be defined in many different ways, for example, social
entrepreneurship, ethnic entrepreneurship, international entrepreneurship and
transnational entrepreneurship (Drori, 2009; Adiguna & Sha, 2012).
Considering our further way forward and focusing on finding out answers to the
research questions, we need to narrow down our focus directed towards the
Transnational Entrepreneurship, which would be discussed in the following chapter.
2.3 Transnational entrepreneurship
Day by day the number of immigrants is moving towards business all over the world
are increasing. As a result, the Transnational Entrepreneurship (TE) is also becoming
an emerging aspect of the international business (IB) Portes et al. 2001). The concept
of "Transnational" has been south out from the concept of "Transnationalism", which
is clarified by Schiller et al. (1992) as the process of building social fields, followed
by the immigrants while they develop and maintain the connection with both host and
country of origin.
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However, the term "Transnational Field" is heavily "referred to indicate to the section
of people and contacts that is created by the immigrants and counterparts of their
home country by engaging in a pattern of cyclical movements across national borders
while searching for benefiting economical advantage and political voice" (Portes et
al. 2001). The most important key element that we come across from these definitions
of TE, is the "immigrants" and their involvement in two different social fields
simultaneously.
On other note, the sense of transnational filed has already been encountered as far back
as the trading period of the middle ages, it cannot be treated as an entirely new
phenomenon (Portes et al. 2001). Although, the concept is yet undergoing through
several research studies that how exactly it (TE) differs from the International Business
Entrepreneurship (IBE) considering the continuously evolving todays' world of
business. From the discussion and definition addressed in the first paragraph, it could
be assumed that TE is more focused on the business which is initiated or operated or
involved entrepreneurial activities considering two or more different cross-cultural
social and economic areas (Drori et al. 2009).
Hence, Throughout the process of business establishment, TE stoutly maintaining their
previous relationship with their family, friends, professional or business network
connections from their country of origin while adapting to the new ones and building
new relations and connections in the current living country. Hence, in short, it can be
said that it is a fantastic blend or mixture of two different national business culture and
economic arena (Drori et al. 2009).
However, further research studies have focused on slightly different phenomenon or
dimensions like "previous business practices" or "previous experiences" of the home
country or country of origin. We have found more concrete definitions of
Transnational entrepreneurship following a similar tone, like, according to Lin (2012),
"Transnational Entrepreneur are migrants who are involved in border-crossing
business practices that span their home country." Meantime, Drori et al. (2009), has
focused more on "leveraging networks and resources from the country of origin and
establish business links with the country of destination and as a result, exploit
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opportunities that might not be recognized otherwise". Flores (2010), has focused
more on "optimization of contexts of the two places (Origin & host country) to develop
a business venture."
In the similar note, Radulov & Shymanskyi (2014), they have cited several scholars
supporting the similar fact of several dimensions, for example, Portes (2009 & 2002),
has analyzed TE though "socio-economic aspects of migrants adapting to host
countries", or Yeung (2002), has focused more on "influence of host countries on
conducting transnational business." These eventually indicate the towards the
activities of TE which broadly defines the TE itself.
On the other hand, Ivan Light's (2009), research has explained that, "The activities of
any Transnational Entrepreneur can be originated in two ways, one is created by the
encouragement of any government of admission of foreigners who are skilled and
educated and can have positive impact on stimulating economic growth." Ivan Light
(2009). In addition to that concept of origin of transnationalism, Mahler (1998), has
stated in a different dimension that, "Transnationalism originates from above and from
below, a distinction never made about middleman minorities who always originates
from below." In which, “from above” referred to the initiatives taken by any
government to motivate its immigrants towards focusing on creating self-employment
opportunities and also provides all necessary support and assistance throughout the
business establishment process. On the other hand, "from below" has been referring to
the self-motivation activities like urgency for the survival of the immigrants, or
previous experience of business or in trigging profitable business opportunity and so
on.
However, regardless of how transnationalism may be originated, the characteristics
may follow a similar pattern. This argument has been backed by several previous
researchers like, Radulov & Shymanskyi (2014), has cited Portes et al. (2002), in
which, the following four crucial individual characteristics of transnational
entrepreneurship has been pointed out, "first self-employed; second, business owner;
third, the business idea is based on ties to a foreign country; and fourth, the owner
travels abroad for business purpose." Although these characteristics were presented
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to differentiate between transnational and immigrant entrepreneurs, for this thesis
work, all individual characteristics would be considered as one "Transnational
Entrepreneurs".
the following chapter would set up the scientific theoretical base set up through
justifying selecting transnational entrepreneurship from the context of Finland.
2.3.1 TE’s impact on the economy
To understand the economic impact of entrepreneurship we need to clear some
understanding over the definition of economic development/growth and how its
related to entrepreneurship more specifically with transnational entrepreneurship (TE).
Throughout the history of study on economic development, different scholars have
defined economic development in different ways depending on the aspects of variables
and perspectives, among all the following two would suit our intention relating to this
topic.
According to the definition provided by "Silicon Valley Business and Innovation
Center", the inhabitants' well-being is correlated with the development of the overall
economic wealth of countries. The argument focused on "policy perspective", stating
that, efforts seeking to improve economic well being represents the overall economic
development, which includes a various way to improve the life of inhabitants, for
example, job creation, growing income and tax base.
However, the role of economic development can't be limited to only on entrepreneurs,
yet, it does play a critical part as a source of creating new jobs, sharing of knowledge
of international habitats, creating competition, growth in innovations-productivity
through bringing structural change and modification towards achieving higher level of
efficiency, Ktitikos (2014). Hence, Entrepreneurship explores new window of
opportunities and tries to turn those opportunities into business and earn profits.
From the above discussion, it can be assumed that the positive impact on any country's
economic growth can be increased with the increased number of entrepreneurships.
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Although, it would be challenging to summarize the number precisely for the case of
countries like Finland.
However, if we consider the past research studies as a case country such as Finland,
the calculation of numbers for the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), comparing to the natives the most member countries, the
number of immigrant entrepreneurship is a bit higher. As a matter of fact, the tendency
of creating own job opportunity among immigrants are more as they focus more on
survival in different country economy and tend to take more risk, as a result of these
reflections of survival and risk-taking tendency around 12.7% of working immigrants
are self-employed, whereas the natives compile of 12% (OECD 2010, 24-53). On this
same note, according to Portes et al. (2002:293), the major portion of immigrant
communities represents transnational entrepreneur being self-employed or creating
own source of income.
The number of TE in case of business environment like Finland seems pretty
impressive. However, becoming a transnational entrepreneur requires or adds a
combination of new skill sets, network connections as well as the flow of transactions,
sometimes among different economic countries and sometimes in the same economy
of a country (OECD report, 2010/108). Even though, the majority of TEs' holds in the
lower portion of market segments, they involve in greater entrepreneurial, operational
activities in advanced urban economies.
Analyze the flow of population projection of Finland on the next 40 years. It would
give much impression of the contribution that might be addressed in the economy of
Finland. As per the population project (2012-2060), published by "Statistics Finland
2012", the demographic dependency ratio of Finland was predicted to be 60 by the
year 2017 from 52.9 of the year 2011, which was supposed to increase more up to 70
and 77 consecutively by the year 2028 and 2060. During the year 2012, the proportion
of working age group population was 65%, which is expected to reduce to 58 and 57
percent consecutively by 2030 and 2060. Therefore, it can be predicted that the impact
of immigrant worker might become highly essential to keep the positive economic
growth, in which the tendency of TE's business might play a key role.
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However, if we get hold to the idea of potential growth in TE's business, the number
of immigrant ventures during the year 1985 was 400, whereas, that has been increased
to 2600 and 5000 and 6400 ventures consecutively by the year 2001, 2004 and 2010
(Joronen, 2012; Tilastokeskus, 2004). While having the large share of immigrant
entrepreneur centered in Helsinki, which is around 43percent, while the total number
of immigrant entrepreneurs were around 9000 during the year 2012 (Annual Report
Finnish Immigration 2012, Ministry of Interior Finland 2012,7).
Hence the whole discussion can be sum up as the following, that, with the upper hand
of competitive advantage of the previous experience of the country of origin and the
new country of living, TEs as an individual, possess the better possibility of exploring
new window of opportunities towards establishing a business. Hence, it is eminent
from the previous discussion that the number of TEs are increasing year by year and
their contribution to the economy is also significantly improving. In the end, the TE is
expected to play a significant role in the overall future economic developments.
The following figure 2 (p.25), would demonstrate the transnational entrepreneurship
from holistic view point. It will show the connection of origin of the study field of
transnational entrepreneurship, then its attribute in context to type organizational view
point and its connectivity with the network in context to the definition of TE including
its ties to both host and the country of origin. Then the last box shows the attributes of
transnational entrepreneurs in context to attribute as an individual.
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2.4

Business networks

According to Jack (2010), the business network is perceived as a very critical element
of entrepreneurship, and to that context studies on the business network in the field of
entrepreneurship study has also increased significantly. In today's world, a business is
nothing without connections or allies, while each connection plays a crucial part, on
the other hand depending on the situation sometimes all connections act as one integral
part of the particular business life cycle.
Having the glimpse of the importance of Network, we would now dig deep to
understand more regarding its shape and flow in business establishing process. So far,
from the previous research studies, we can assume that the shape of networks could
follow several different structures depending on the type of market field it is operating
in and its player and other related variables. Meantime, the studies of networks have
been gone through several aspects and approaches, Tichy et at. 1979; Nohria and
Eccles, 1992; Parkhe et at. 2006, has focused and analyzed networks form the
sociology, anthropology, and role theory perspectives. Whereas, further studies by
Nohria & Eccles, 1992; Hoang & Antoncic, 2003; Parkhe et al. 2006, went on to focus
more towards the relationship approaches in networks, for example, the relationship
between individual, groups and or organizations. The dimension of network studies
kept on evolving as Nohra & Eccles, 1992; Nelson, 2001, divert their focus on to
individual influence over the organizational activity and development towards
sustainability.
Parkhe et al. (2006), made a significant assumption stating network as the architecture
of reshaping global business. The assumption has been made depending on the
evolving nature and shape of business while globalization has become more and more
popular and significance of business expansion and exploration highly dependent on
the strength of its business networks and connections (Parkhe, 2006). Although, there
have been huge approaches towards network study and analysis, a lot of scholars
(O'Donnell et al. 2001; Oliver & Ebers, 1998) also focus on the other side of the coin
and came up with identifying the limitations of network approaches and applications
(Jack, 2010).
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However, Coviello (2005), have argued indicating the capacity of network study that,
a wide range of features can be involved in network study, for example, network size,
structure, international processes, influences, behaviors, and skills. Off all, considering
the difference in approaches in the study of networks the following three would sum
up the fundamental concepts that we are looking forward to considering in our thesis
paper analysis. " First, attributes of the individual (criticized for atomistic views);
second, considerations of causal factors (criticized for deterministic views) for
example network structure and others on relations that might exist between actors
(criticized for lack of coherence and underachievement), mainly observed by Parkhe
et al. (2006); third, the actual content of network relations and knowledge about the
importance of interactions that take place in and between individuals, groups, and
organizations remains fairly limited, mainly observed by O'Donnell et al. 2001;
Lechner and Dowling, 2003; Uzzi & Lancaster, 2003." Jack (2010).
From the above discussions, it could be assumed that the network plays a very critical
role in business establishment and enhancement. However, some of the scholars came
up with the question that also seems to burn with the same thought, why? & What
makes the network so important? Further, O'Donnell et al. (2001), have pointed out
the less explored role network plays in context to their nature, formation, and
function."
Moving forward to seeking answers towards these above questions, more extensive
range of considerations for the network could provide some lights. The following
researchers have considered a wider range of considerations, to be more specific,
O'Donnell et al. 2001; Lechner & Dowling, 2003; Uzzi & Lancaster, 2003 have mainly
put emphasis over the relationship perceptions reflected with more profound
appreciation of network interactions, which would have substantial impact on
entrepreneurial effectiveness (Jack, 2010). Moreover, profound relationship between
social resources and structures can work as the link to create better opportunity to be
materialized to achieve future economic goals through enabling access for social
resources for decisive influence and effect (Jack, 2010).
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On the similar tone, indicating the need of network in the business, Donckels &
Lambrecht (1995), hinted that, growth would require significant investment in network
formation. While admitting that strength in the network can provide the decisive
advantage in business, especially new or small business (Ozcan, 1995). Whereas,
Johannisson (1998), identified that, in contrast to traditional entrepreneur, knowledgebased entrepreneur put more focus on networking. However, entrepreneurs also evolve
in their business as they keep on adapting to the process of networking. Let us go
through some more definitions of "Networks" to understand different viewpoints. For
instance:
According to Borgatti & Foster, (2003), "Network is a set of actors connected
by a set of ties." On a similar tone, Hoang and Antoncic, (2003), have defined
network "as the pattern of relationship engendered from direct and indirect
ties between actors."
On the other hand, Anderson et al. (2010), refers network more off from the
organizational perspective focusing on the alliance, according to their own
words "Networks are socially constructed "strategic alliance" for operations
but importantly also for instituting change, developing growth and thus
creating the future."
Type or networking and its different phase have been referred by Greve &
Salaff, (2003), that "It would also seem that entrepreneurs build networks that
vary according to the phase of entrepreneurship."
From all the different definitions from different scholars, one thing that tune them all
in conventional terms is that network to be termed as ties among different players
which might vary its strength and course along the way of its business formulation and
development. On top of these, Jack (2010), has provided more detail definition of
networks focusing on the elements that network could be formed with different context
correlating to the social structure, which eventually leads to recognizing, identifying
and modifying these links between network actors through investing in relationships
maintenance.
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2.4.1 Understanding the relationship between the business network and
entrepreneurs
Above discussions has given a shape to the scientific research study through acquiring
understanding over business networks and its different dimension and considerations.
In case of this thesis, we would try to narrow down to terms, considerations of
networks from an individual point of view or consider organizations as an individual
entity for keeping consistency and avoid any ambiguity. Considering the networks
from the individual point of view, in the early stage of firms’ development, owners or
entrepreneurs’ personal network could play the most critical role in structuring the
network flow in context to all related dimensions of the business, starting from
understanding the business, giving attention to customers, market, and quality services
and son on (Ostgaard & Birley, 1994; Jack, 2010).
From the above statements, it can be assumed that the existence of networks from the
very beginning of the business establishment process it also shows the need to
structuring the links among different network actors. Hence, the network has been
perceived as the sum of individual links which are Focusing on the connection among
individual actors (Burt, 1992; Larson, 1992; Mönsted, 1995; Bøllingtoft & Ulhoi,
2005). If we assume the assumption is correct, the activities connected with these links
may define the relationships and channel of communication among the network actors
(Aldrich et al. 1987; Johannisson, 2000). However, it is crucial to be reminded that,
the sole purpose of these links are not just relationships and channels of
communication; instead, they might end up performing other essential functions like
generating and collecting information on different dimensional related contexts
(Aldrich et al. 1987; Johannisson, 2000).
Hence, the functions of networks include providing a better understanding of social,
economic needs and help each other in developing a cure for those needs (Jack &
Anderson, 2002). Therefore, these links not only create or build relations (Granovetter,
1973; Burt, 1992) and but also act as a medium of sharing and enhancing knowledge
through sharing related information and filling up each other's glass Liao & Welsch,
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(2005); Anderson et al. (2007). Hence, it can be perceived that the fundamental
attributes of these links can be extended to all required related components of
entrepreneurial activity Jack, (2010).
Therefore, functions and attributes of networks (evolving with time and need)
demonstrate the relative importance of existence throughout the process of
entrepreneurship and carry on even after the establishment of business, hence play the
role of crucial actor (Johannisson et al. 1994; Johannisson, 1986, 2000; Hite, 2005).
In summary, it can be assumed that network is a very dynamic phenomenon playing
the most important and critical role in any business structure, as its presence has been
studied throughout the different phases of business development and enhancement. So,
the relationship between the business network and entrepreneur can be compared to
oxygen for the human. With the change of requirements and business environments,
new and more network would be brought into operations (as the latent or active form
or relationships) to fill the gap and to move forward. With this realization, the dynamic
nature of the network can be assumed and taken under considerations (Johannisson,
1986; Mönsted, 1995; Drakopoulou Dodd et al. 2006).
Moving further to our discussion towards the dynamic framework of networks, we
would consider the statement, network being a model or metaphor to connect all
related entities in a business (Axelsson & Easton, 1992). However, there are several
alternative views, and perspectives exist, but here we would consider the new the four
metaphors for strategy described by Minzberg (1988), which are networks as
relationships; structures; processes; and positions (Axelsson & Easton, 1992). The
following subchapters would carry out the discussion over these four metaphors.
2.4.2 Business network as structures
Following Minzberg (1988), theory over the business network from the strategical
point of view, we would have further discussion starting from the network as a
structure perspective. Developing the understanding of the outcomes of the network
(regardless of the shape or connectivity, the influence of network actors) would require
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having the understanding of the functioning of networks (Provan & Kenis, 2007).
Hence, these flow of particular outcomes or tendency of specific strategic decision
would undoubtedly result in a logical/structural representation of individual networks
in a particular business environment.
Therefore, these characters or the tendency of a particular social unit or network actors
can be understood only how they exchange or share relationships with each other or
what structure they follow (Mainela & Puhakka, 2008). This concept has been driven
from the following statement from Granovetter (1992, p7), "Economic institutions are
constructed by individuals whose actions are both facilitated and constrained by the
structure and resources available in social networks in which they are embedded."
Following the above perspective, it can be assumed that the flow of any outcomes of
relationship strength or weakness might depend on the network structure of the
business environment on the flow of information exchanged. Furthermore, this
phenomenon has been represented from the perspective of the firm's dependencies on
each other, it can be perceived that the social ties between different network actors
varied quite a lot in context to difference in related variables like intensity, strength,
length, relationship and others (Hite, 2003, 2005; Jack, 2005; Kim & Aldrich, 2005).
However, researchers has framed these different ties in two categories of strong or
weak, in context to emotional intensity as appropriate indications (Jack, 2010).
Hence, understanding the structural form of the network seems to be important, where
defining a network connection strong or weak the fundamental network structure can
be formed for achieving goals in business. In the case of this thesis, we would consider
the industrial business environment to develop an understanding of the network as a
structure. According to Axelsson & Easton (1992), "if the firms in an industrial system
are interdependent rather than independent, then networks will have structure, the
greater the interdependence the clearer the structure of the network becomes and the
more important it is in determining the behavior of individual firms."
In context to above argument of Axelsson & Easton (1992), the core ideas are that
each section of an individual organization is expert in a particular area of work and
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heterogeneous, and the combination of the works of several departments helps to
complete the targets perceived as a single goal (Hagg & Johanson, 1983). Therefore,
a clear structure should be constructed while establishing or maintaining a business
network. However, the type of business structure might differ quite a lot depending on
the area of business and target markets. Thus, understanding the business network
structure in any particular type of business cycle is very crucial in achieving success
in entrepreneurship business, which requires to analyze and identify the new
organizational own target market and determine its core business network structure by
developing the broader network to acquire much support in context to the connection
between network structure, support and organizational performance (Bruderl &
Preisendorfer,1998; Dubini & Aldrich 1991).
To conclude, from the overall discussion, although, the shape or structure or network
(could be complex or simple; downward or upward; one way or both way) may be
varied depending on the difference in entrepreneurial goals, the network structure (part
of social network theory) play an essential role for new entrepreneurs or small business
(personal network perspective) to establishment of business. Nevertheless, proves to
be critical for determining success in regards to organizational network structure
within or outside the business organization. However, for this thesis paper, in some
cases, the two separate approaches (individual and or organizational) can be
considered as one and help to focus more on the finding answers of research questions.
2.4.3 Business network as relationship
From our previous discussion, it can be assumed that TEs focuses more on personal
relationships and to be more specific towards personal networks connection.
Furthermore, in context to both practice and theory in business and industrial
marketing, personal interaction has been acknowledged as one of the fundamental
issues (Mainela & Pauliina, 2013). Moreover, the business network is all about
building the relationship with vertical and horizontal partners through establishing and
exchanging effective communications (personal and or professional interactions),
which ensure benefits for each of the related parties engaged throughout the business
process cycle. Lack of communication might result in flaws in the business outputs
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and a decrease in profitability, however, in terms of social context, personal
relationships may be accompanied by embedded economic actions, for example,
economic goals are typically tied with latent non-economic goals (Piore & Sabel,
1984; Jones et al. 1997; Jack & Anderson, 2002),
Expressing the importance of the relationship, Hoang and Antoncic (2003), have stated
that, social relationships eventually works as the knot between the entrepreneur and
the broader network of actors. Furthermore, these nodes of ties eventually perform as
the connecting bridge or pathway among network actors in context to sharing
opportunities and resources (Hite, 2005; p.113). However, the attributes of these ties
may vary depending on the difference in the process of identification, accessibility,
mobility, and exploitation, nevertheless, yet ensuring the significant impact on the type
and extent of the resource acquired (Jack, 2005).
Hence, understanding the correlation and structural shape of the network (in context
to entrepreneurs’ relationship with other individual or institutions inside or outside the
current organization) would demonstrate substantial evidence over the network used
as the important tool for business development (Birley, 1985; Dubini & Aldrich, 1991;
Jack, 2010).
In the similar note, researches have argued that communication and social networks
have been mostly inductive (Rogers & Kincaid,1981). In addition to that, they have
also argued that the patterns of communication and social interactions regularly
occurring between and among those individuals are defined as attributes of the
network. Perhaps, business networks can be built through repeated communication
with different stakeholders within and outside the organizations. Nevertheless, the
relationship is the base of any business network, it also defines the strength of the
network among the parties. Relationships are essential in determining network
properties and knowledge of their behavior has important implications for
understanding networks (Axelsson & Easton, 1992).
Focusing on the perspective of TEs as an individual, several researchers have already
assumed that, the relationship among partners starts from individual interactions and
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mutual orientation, where the relationship elements of behavior and interactions are
rather general and long-term in nature (Johanson and Mattsson, 1987). Although there
are several objectives and motives remain hidden, while individuals go for building
relationships, it also helps individual or organization more time while carefully
marching forward towards exploring the common objectives of mutual benefits in
future. The outcomes might give a positive way forward in decision making whether
to continue or discontinue the process of building business networks. On the other
hand, relationship allows both the parties to materialize the complementarities, which
also allow them to spread the relationship towards broader network access.
Therefore, it can be assumed that, this repeated phenomenon of relationships develops
dependencies among the parties and which in turn move towards a long-term bond
which transforms from individual to long-term organizational bonds. The stronger the
bond, the less critical economic factors at least a conventionally defined have in the
process of exchange (Hagg & Johanson, 1983). Others also complemented this
relationship through the viewpoints of investments, as investments are defined as the
process of committing resources for future use through creating, building or acquiring
assets (Johanson & Mattsson, 1986). As building sustainable relationship requires the
investment of efforts, time and sometimes money as well, that is why the relationship
is also considered as an investment as mentioned earlier which leads towards mutual
goal achievements also helps each other to expand the networks through sharing and
introducing prevailing parties or networks to indirect relationships.
Nevertheless, in the business industry having long-term relationships always open the
window to build new networks, which can be initiated in different dimensions
according to the type and need of the organizations. Hence, it is clear that no matter
whether the perspective is formed in context to individual or organizational, network
is the base of any business that connects related actors through relationships, it could
be relationships between personal relatives or friends, or customers and suppliers and
other actors such as financiers, research institutions and public administration
(Mainela & Puhakka, 2008).
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On the other hand, Mattsson (1986), has presented seven dimensions to characterize
indirect relationships: distance from a focal firm, vertical or horizontal nature,
complementary or competitive, narrow or wide connections, the strength, kind and
content of the direct bond concerned; the interdependency of the direct relations
concerned and the value added of a focal firm's direct relationship. This gives a proper
idea and understanding over how the relationships play an important role as the key
elements of business networks.
2.4.4 Business networks as positions
The following discussion would open the window of developing understanding
towards the philosophy of personal network perspective, which would provide us a
head start over the concept of "network as position" point of view. Previous researches
have proven that the entrepreneurs are never an individual who is autonomous, that
means, instead of taking full responsibilities of total attributes of the process of the
entire business cycle, the entrepreneur, barely acts as one of the critical actors into a
business process in context to the significant social position (Hakansson & Snehota,
1995; Anderson et al. 2010).
However, studying the social positioning perspective from an entrepreneur's
(individual) point of view, Bruderl & Preisendorfer (1996), has cited Aldrich &
Zimmer (1986, p. 14), arguing that, the entrepreneurial concept in respect to social
context, refers to entrepreneurs' obtaining the benefits, opportunities, information, and
control over the process depending on their position in the social network. Hence,
entrepreneurs' coverage/grasp/control/strength over network structure would be
dependent on his/her positioning in the social context (assuming that, entrepreneurs
are directly connected to the social networking).
Therefore, the fundamental of developing new business is dependent on entrepreneurs
existence in the social network, for example, for existing actors their social networks
would be already active, however, for new ones, they need to develop new business
networks as per their need (Bruderl & Preisendorfer, 1996). Hence, having a social
position would eventually drive the flow of new network development process while
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focusing on creating more relations with new networks actors required for
establishment of business (Bruderl & Preisendorfer, 1996).
On the other hand, focusing on the organizational perspective of the network as
positioning, the activities within the organizations also provide a useful clarity how it
could be established or maintained and defines necessity to have the sense of
positioning within the organization. Although networks as position perspective are
treated as the partial issue, it has a significant impact on overall business network
depending on the type of business the companies are involved in (Axelsson & Easton,
1992). For example, when companies go for JVC in particular project, they always
assume and consider the position of other related companies to determine the
possibility of winning the bid or getting the project at first place. In such situations,
organizations assume other organizations positions in the race considering several
factors that are involved in winning the race. On the same note, Mattson (1984) defines
the position as a role "that, this implies that the firm is expected by other firms to
behave according to the norms associated with the position."
Nevertheless, Hakansson and Johansson (1984) describe position a bit differently from
the strategic point of view, "which refers to the views about the firm's role and position
in relation to other firms in the industrial network.". So far, the position can be defined
for an organization by considering several criteria, among them, the following would
reflect the key values. For example; the capability of the organization, the brand value,
and financial condition, relationship with the other companies in the network and
finally, the role that it plays in the network stream (Johansson and Mattson, 1986). In
the book "Industrial Networks," (Axelsson & Easton, 1992) summarized by Mattsson's
argument of identifying four strategic situations in relation to network position:
entering and exiting a secure network, defending and changing existing position. As it
has been mentioned earlier, the sense of positions highly relies on the type of particular
environment. In some case, one organization may hold the upper hand, but in other
cases that organization might hold the lower hand. Hence, network genuinely rolls the
dice in the sense of position.
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Therefore, at the end, the whole idea can be concluded as recognizing the facts that,
entrepreneurship is a result of relationship tasks embedded in social networking
aspects, and it is necessary to recognize the position aspects of network for an
entrepreneur to develop and obtain organizational success, keeping in mind which
position they are in and which network position they are needed to be connected.
2.4.5 Business networks as process
The concept of entrepreneurship and developing a business is an extensive process
followed by articulated steps which eventually draws the path towards the success of
the business. Although, this process can be varied depending on the circumstances and
business environment the entrepreneurs are in (Mainela et al. 2014). A clear idea of
the overall entrepreneurial process can be drawn from the statement of Birley (1985),
that, "during the process, he (entrepreneur) is seeking not only the resources of
equipment, space, and money, but also advice, information, and reassurance.
Consequently, the help and guidance received from both the formal networks (bank,
accountants, lawyers, SBA) and the informal networks (family, friends, business
contacts) will influence the nature of the firm substantially."
The above statement would set the base for the assumption that, an entrepreneur is
connected to several different network structure. Even if, the network structure being
strong or weak, each playing his or her role in the process towards achieving business
success. Although, the role-playing of network structure would highly depend on
aspects or scenario of the business environment in which the organization is rolling in.
On top of that, it certainly would help to define the process of networks to be followed
by entrepreneurs, to determine the sequence of steps. For example, the challenge
would to determining which network structure to be nurtured in the beginning and
which in the middle or simultaneously.
As derived from previous discussions, the network structure varies depending on
circumstances and nature of the business environment, but the flow of information and
relationship stays a bit static. The power of an individual organization may also be
varied in the nature of the business. However, each member of the network structure
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needs to play essentials role according to their strengths to fulfill the collective goals
for business success. For example, in the product industry, the power structure would
highly dependent on the innovation factors of the organization, whereas the
organization related to supply and distribution may not be as powerful as an innovator
but yet play a critical role for the success of innovators. On the other hand, in the
service industry, the power structure would be defined by the quality and skill sets of
the resources that organizations hold or acquire, skilled resources are the main asset
here. However, not all organization can cover all the areas in skills, therefore,
sometimes/often they might be dependent on a small organization with particular
specialist skills.
Nevertheless, in both cases, the flow of competition and co-operation in a network
structure goes hand in hand. These overall actions relating to co-operation and
competition may be defined as the network process. According to Axelsson & Easton,
(1992), "two dialectical processes in networks are competition and co-operation. The
picture of relationships provided by the network approaches emphasizes, cooperation, complementarity, and coordination." Although, this idea of network
process may be argued from the different perspective as well, referring to the shift of
stability of network structure depending on the various flow of interaction among the
members of the networks. On top of that, more new members can or might be included
during the evolvement of the time frame in the long run.
Finally, it can be concluded that these shifts or dependency on different variables in
the network process, may trigger more different arguments. For example; the different
variable could be the following: the flow of information, financial capacity, resource
structure, and innovation. According to Hakansson (1987), there are three aspects of
innovation in a network perspective as knowledge development, resource
mobilization, and resource coordination. However, regardless of the variables to define
the successful materialization of network process, its importance to the TE while
establishing the business is unparalleled.
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2.4.6 Summary and overview on “Network Considerations”
In conclusion to the literature review, we started with developing understanding by
defining the critical issues like Entrepreneurship, then looked deep into the fact that
triggers transnational entrepreneurship. The discussion further highlighted the
correlation between TE and economic development in context to the economy of
Finland. According to some of the literature reviewed, entrepreneurship was found to
be a critical element that is always present during the economic recession and has
proven to be a game changer, and also TE as a new model of entrepreneurship was
born.
With further theoretical development, the author has assumed that TEs as an
individual, possess the better possibility of exploring new window of opportunities
towards the establishment of new business and take part in overall economic
developments. After that, a cohesive study has been conducted over developing the
understanding over "Business Network" and its correlation with entrepreneurship.
From the theoretical data set, the assumption can be made that depending on business
nature and its environmental contexts, business networks could play the most vital role
throughout the process of new business development and its overall positive growth.
Through this research study, the author has tried to figure out and clarify the meaning
of the term "Network Considerations," that has been the key issue to focus in this
research paper. Network considerations for TE in this research study have been
assessed through developing the understanding over Minzberg’s (1988) four
metaphors like business network as structure, relationships, process, and positions.
Further in-depth discussion and analysis would be done over four of these metaphors
considering the context of TEs in countries like Finland. Such further study would
require a huge time investment followed by in-depth data collection procedures and
further analysis. Hence, to keep this research study as cohesive as possible,
The business network considerations would fundamentally reflect the variables in
context to four aspects of the business network, while the transnational entrepreneur
goes through the entrepreneurship business establishment in Finland.
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The next chapter would discuss the further process of the research study. During the
case study formulation, the data collection process would be followed by interview
questionnaire, which would not be limited to only pre-designed specific set of
questions, rather a constructive discussion with the interviewee would be taken for
covering all experiences that might be proven to be critical for analyzing all four of
business networks metaphors.
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3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Reaching the objective of this research would be an extensive task, which can only be
achieved by ensuring the selected comprehensive steps to be followed in a sequential
manner. This chapter will explain the methodology that would be initialized for this
research. Extending the scientific knowledge and understanding on transnational
entrepreneurship and it is network considerations while establishing the business and
thus developing the idea on overall scenarios.
Gaining a new and deeper understanding of an issue or subject through the process of
scientific research study as perceived as a scientific study as quoted by Kothari (2004).
Furthermore, the reliability of such scientific studies highly depends on the chosen
process and methods of data collection and on research strategies selected and
executed to analyze and interpret the processed data into results to reach research goals
and objectives. The research methodology or methods explains the actual means and
ways through which data is collected and analyzed while keeping a string between
steps towards results findings with the intention of solving the research questions.
Throughout this chapter, the justifications for choosing the research methods of this
MSc thesis has been determined and presented. Subsequently, the rest of the steps like
data collection and further analysis process and discussion over these are to be
followed in the following chapter.
3.1

Qualitative Vs. Quantitative research

Throughout the history of research approaches the most commonly used approaches
are either qualitative research approach or quantitative research approach. One focuses
on reaching the results through explorations, whereas quantitative research focuses
more on quantitative numerical data and their statistical analysis. Furthermore,
qualitative research analyzes data from direct fieldwork observations, in-depth, openended interviews, and written documents. According to Orb et al. (2000), "Qualitative
researchers engage in naturalistic inquiry, studying real-world settings inductively to
generate rich narrative descriptions and construct case studies. Inductive analysis
across cases yields patterns and themes, the fruit of qualitative research."
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On the similar note, DeFranzo (2011), provides elaboration by stating that,
"quantitative research methods employed in studies where the problem is quantified
through a generation of numerical data that can be transformed into usable statistics.
Different variables such as attitudes, opinions, behavior are quantified by a
generalization of results for a large sample; data generalized is used to articulate
facts." Hence, it is more about scientific research in nature, which solely depends on
facts and figures (numerical numbers) to deliver the result required by the problem
statements. As Chesebro & Brisoff (2007); Patton (1990), clarifies that, "Quantitative
research focuses specifically on a number and is strictly structured to formulate facts
and generalize it from the numerical data." Moreover, DeFranzo, (2011), stated
further steps of quantitative research as "the research methods are much more
structured and the data collection methods are commonly using surveys, longitudinal
studies, questionnaires, online polls, etc." Hence, quantitative research can be
summarized as the combination of structured steps of scientific facts and findings,
which are being derived off numerical data and construction of statistical relationship
analysis which further drive towards getting to most possible output (DeFranzo, 2011;
Yin, 2009; Yin, 2011; Patton, 1990; Chesebro & Brisoff, 2007).
On the other hand, exploring the historical data and developing the understanding over
primary reasons, motivations, opinions and if available developing in-depth
perceptions on the research problem which eventually leads towards more ideas for
finding solutions of problem statements. On the similar note, Sinkovics (2005),
explained the critical points as, "qualitative research methods allow for a holistic
understanding of key subjects which cannot be quantified." Furthermore, Patton,
(1990); Yin, (2011), stated another key factor on the availability of empirical data for
any research development especially pointing at qualitative research, that "This
approach is employed in studies where there is inaccessibility or lack of sufficient
data."
It is more related with the descriptive phenomenon, where it explores more in natural
settings by putting emphasis on the surrounding situation, and developing the
understanding from the different perspectives like experiences, behavior, words,
relaxed surroundings and critical variables of these perspectives, and so on. The
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descriptive nature enables the researcher to dig deep to develop understanding through
interpreting experiences of individuals considering several different critical variables
in order to discover the probable meaning. Keeping all these facts in mind that, the
subject matters that have been pointed out in this thesis paper cannot be quantified,
also there is a scarcity of sufficient data and information on individual experiences.
Hence, the qualitative research approach is employed in this research study.
Selecting the qualitative research method would lead us to identify the most suitable
data collecting methods, which in turns varies typically like, semi-structured or
unstructured. Whereas, case studies, individual interviews, participation, and
observations and focus groups are regarded as the most common and tested methods
of data collection. In most cases, the size of the samples or sample groups could be
small or large which might depend on the correlation in context to relevance and
availability to research problem. In this case of thesis research, the sample case is
relatively small, and a number of individual interviews would also be limited. The
further chapter will discuss the research strategy with which the further steps would
be formulated.
3.2

Research strategy

The above discussion in the previous chapter provides us with ample assumption over
qualitative search methodology. Since the focus of this research includes two different
dimensions of international business study, it might be very challenging to identify the
actual variable of considerations choosing business networks in context to different
business opportunities available for TEs' in the different business environment.
However, the qualitative approaches would be the most suitable methodology for
doing this research in context to its theoretical data set. In the meantime, it is
mentionable that, "Qualitative methods provide researchers with flexibility and
sensitivity to the context that has been less explored, and it can help understand how
things work in a particularly complex setting." (Mason 2002).
Developing the research strategy defines and controls the direction of the research
study. On a similar note, Patton (2002) has argued that "usually the research strategy
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has a direct impact on the general direction of research and it explains the decisions
of research that it makes in the process." To put the focus on different research strategy
that is available, we can take overview from an earlier study by Yin (1981), in which
it has been mentioned that, "about four different research strategies can be identified
for qualitative research; they are the case study, experiment, history & simulation."
Realizing the fact that, the extension of this study will not go with collecting empirical
data and conducting scientific statistical analysis, the most suitable options that match
this study would be "case study." This study in tempted to organize only one case study
to accumulate the basic scenario of TE's network considerations in countries like
Finland.
Additionally, "qualitative case study methods help researchers to collect and utilize
data from multiple sources in multiple types to get a better understanding of the topic
under research." (Dubois & Gadde 2002). Furthermore, Johanston et al. (1999), has
given more emphasis on its use in the different context of business organizations,
"Qualitative case study approach is widely used in examining groups, individuals and
relations between organizations and within industries." It is mentionable that, the
researcher can formulate suitable approaches to drive towards finding his fundamental
research goals, through collecting or gather data using different sources or means. On
the same note, these facts have already been mentioned by Gummeson (2003), in better
manner that, "There is no specific standard for a qualitative case study, making it the
task of the researcher to formulate and contemplate a suitable approach to collect and
analyze relevant data to better find targeted answers to the research questions utilizing
case experience, wisdom, and creativity".
This study includes certain limitations like time frame, availability of related empirical
data fitting the actual context, however, to keep the collected data as cohesive as
possible in context to single case study has been formulated to bring out the perspective
from contexts available in Finland. On top of that, the emphasis has been given while
defining the case that both the context and theoretical concepts of this research study
is visible in the best possible way. Although, the nature of the qualitative research put
more significance over empirical data provides depth of understanding and knowledge
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and features of the phenomenon that can be analyzed and compared to the closest logic
of the theoretical issues discussed. These fundamental are being followed in this study.
During conducting this research study, all the limitations and challenges has been
embraced. Although, it is mentionable that, the reliability and validity of any research
can be under questions if it considers too many or critical limitations that directly
impact the result of the research findings. The limitations of this study and how this
study has ensured its reliability and validity has been discussed from the scientific
point of view, in the following chapter of discussion and conclusions.
The following chapter would discuss deep insights over case study methodology
following this research study.
3.3

Case study

Case study enables research in a context-sensitive way to learn deep phenomena,
which can be exclusive and advantageous when the researchers have very little or no
74 control over the context of the study (Yin, 2003).
From the above discussion and understanding regarding the facts of this thesis paper,
it feels natural and appropriate to decide on choosing qualitative research methods for
searching answers to the research problems. The objective of this study is to represent
a theoretical base of understanding along with practical sense over network
considerations a transnational entrepreneur (meaning immigrant entrepreneurs) would
undergo while starting a business in countries such as Finland. That is to find the
network considerations for transnational entrepreneurs for the likes of TEs in countries
like Finland.
The further step would be to go through a case study to develop an understanding of
the practicality for further analysis. The case study would be a feasible choice as it
would help to investigate the contemporary phenomenon that real-life context has to
offer, and in such situation where the dependency on variables are not specific or more
flexible. On the similar note, Yin (2009) has pointed out these facts in more specific
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manner, "case study is an empirical inquiry which tries to investigate the
contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context, especially when the boundaries
are not evident." Through this the focus light can be put on the questions like Why,
What and How, to find more specific reasoning under certain circumstances.
Furthermore, different means can be materialized as the process of data collections,
for example, documentaries, observations, interviews, and surveys (Saunders et al.
2009: 145-146). While considering the availability of the facts and the subject matter
of this research problem, this would be observed as case, and the data would be
collected through 1/2 personal interviews to draw a descriptive and explanatory image
of the research questions. Hence, more importance would be given overtaking opinions
over the experiences of transnational entrepreneurs (that they have encountered
throughout their business establishment process) as the primary source of data. Deeper
understanding over TE's role, considerations, activities on network selections can be
developed through this while considering the real-life social context. The following
chapter would portray the next steps of the case study and data collection methods.
3.4

Interviews

To find the answers to questions like why, what and how, the interview is regarded as
the best method. According to Saunders et al. (2016; p.389), "interview is a purposeful
conversation between two or more people, requiring the interviewer to establish
rapport and ask concise and unambiguous questions, to which the interviewee is
willing to respond, and to listen attentively." Hence, it could be assumed that through
interview straightforward questions can be asked to gather a clear understanding of the
facts and to further explore the nature of considerations more reliably and validly.
Furthermore, Saunders et, al. (2016) has provided more specific views over three
different types of interviews:
1. Structured Interviews
2. Semi-Structured Interviews
3. Unstructured or in-depth interviews
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As it can be assumed from the name, structured interviews are more organized in
nature, which uses pre-arranged and an identical set of questions, where the
interviewers administered the questionnaire process. Such a process is conducted
following a similar pattern with each interviewee like the interviewers ask the
questions by reading out loud and then record the answers or response to the questions
precisely to the asked questions. The process is sometimes started with basic social
interactions, like interviewers and the interviewee introduces themselves to each other,
and the interviewers explain the whole process of interview alongside with the
reasoning behind the whole interview thing. It is mentionable that, these structure
interviews are mostly materialized or utilized in descriptive studies. Furthermore, it is
more applicable where the interviewee or the respondent might not be able to fill
questionnaires or surveys or polls to provide quantifiable data for the research
(Saunders et al. 2016; p391).
In context to the structured interview methods, the unstructured/in-depth interview
methods are informal and primarily focused towards exploratory research studies, in
which the general topic area's depth is explored. Keeping the actual goal or core
aspects in mind, the interviewers can keep this unstructured/in-depth interview more
informal and can conduct the whole interview without having a predetermined set of
questions. It is more like, discussion-oriented interview, in which, the interviewer is
freer to organize the interview as per their on-spot way of discussion and speak with
more freedom regarding the event, behavior, experience and beliefs and the derived
responses from the interviewee are recorded to be analyzed for further processing
(Saunders et, al. 2016; p392).
Moving forward to the final type of interview methods, these semi-structured interview
methods are comparatively open-ended, where the respondents/interviewee can
express themselves from their point of view. Although, the predetermined questions
would allow the researchers to continue to maintain uniformity towards the goal and
throughout the process of interview, in most cases the interviewer create list of topics
on which the interviewee/respondent share their views through open discussion and
throughout the process of interview, in most cases, the interviewer create the list of
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topics on which the interviewee/respondent share their views through open discussion
and during the process of discussion related questions can also take place for gathering
specific idea and information. During the process, the questions might also differ from
the actual topic area considering the social and environmental context and relativity of
exploring research problem-related concerns. Therefore, further discussion and
exploration are triggered through these open-ended questions, which in result could
generate in-depth knowledge/experience sharing regarding specific context from the
interviewee's/respondent's end. Furthermore, the whole process is to be recorded for
further analysis and put the pen into the paper. (Saunders et al. 2016; p392).
The following table 1 (p.48) would provide a clear vision over how these three
interview methods can have an impact on the type of response considering generating
valuable information like exploratory, descriptive, explanatory or evaluative. In
addition, the table 1 (p.48), also indicates the chosen type of interview that would be
used during the data collection as the flow of data collection would direct towards
more explanatory and evaluative.
Type of

EXPLORATORY

Interview
Structured
Semi-structured

Ö

Unstructured

ÖÖ

This Research
problem

Ö

ÖÖ = more frequent

DESCRIPTIVE

EXPLANATORY

EVALUATIVE

ÖÖ

Ö

Ö

ÖÖ

ÖÖ
Ö

ÖÖ

ÖÖ

Ö

Ö = less frequent

Table 1: Use of interview for different research purpose & indicating the selection of the interview
process for this research paper (Adapted from Saunders et al, 2009.)

From the table above, it is evident that the most suitable type of interview for this
research purpose would be the semi-structured interview process of data collection.
The following figure 3 (p.49) will provide the snapshot idea over the fundamental
processes of conducting interviews, which are usually followed for data collection
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process (Saunders, et al. 2009), and will also indicate the defined flow of the selected
process for the interview for this research paper.

Figure 3: Forms of Interview selected for this research paper

3.5

Data collection

After developing a constructive study on the methods of the interview process, it is
time to dig deep towards the result of interview methods, which is data collection.
While data collection being the primary motive of the whole process of interview
methods, it is crucial to know or understand the different types of data that can be
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derived from the interview methods. At present, there are two types of data, one known
as primary and the second one known as secondary data (Kothari, 2004).
Primary data generally refers to the original information or material that are collected
by the researchers from the direct source or respondents. Which can be
conducted/collected in various ways or methods like the interview, observations, and
questionnaires. On the other hand, secondary data refers to the data those are collected
from sources that are not the primary ones, for example, third party. To elaborate,
sometimes data has already been collected by researches for other purpose or finding
their research problem analysis, which later on can be used by other researches as part
of this data can be reused as valued information for exploring new research problems.
The 3rd party sources can be off published reports, newspapers, blog posts, books,
articles, etc. (Kothatri, 2004; Saunders et al. 2016; p256-288).
In this case of research papers, both types of data, primary and secondary has been
taken under considerations. Considering the availability and nature of the research
problem that is already stated before, the primary data for this study has been collected
from interviews. However, the secondary data has been collected from the company
websites, and information derived from the individual's LinkedIn profile.
Furthermore, the nature of the research study indicates the best-suited methods of
semi-structured interviews for primary data collection. This semi-structured interviews
helped to generate critical information following up with relevant research questions,
objectives and interviewee's background. On top of that, the interviewees have
different backgrounds and combination of multiple experiences of separate
background to carrying out transnational entrepreneurship practices into action.
Comparing to the structured interview, which is more focused on to the point specific
questions, will not allow the interviewee to open up with their variety of experiences
that they have earned throughout the process. Such a process might result in a lack of
in-depth understanding and may lead to more rigid further insights. Therefore,
maintaining the flexibility throughout the interview process has proven to be
imminent, which would eventually allow the interviewee to grab the opportunity to
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speak from different aspects of their experience focusing on their own opinions and
feelings connected to this topic.
Hence, in this case of the research study, the non-standardize form of unstructured
interview method has been conducted to derive the desired insights for further analysis
for exploring answers to research problems. The language that has been chosen for this
interview is English, and face to face interview methods has been chosen alongside
with thorough discussion. The interview has been recorded for further analysis with
the permission of the interviewees. A few of the owners of the company is living in
the Oulu region. It would be possible to conduct the face to face interview with two of
the owners of the selected company.
In the meantime, before the interview initiation, formal communication has been
established with the company (owners)/ individuals during January 2018, using
personal contacts as a reference. Mobile phone communication and the short meeting
have been conduction for explaining the need for this interview for this research study.
Furthermore, the summary of this research study has been forwarded to the interviewee
seven days before the first interview to provide the interviewee clear idea for this
interview and data collection process, alongside with few of the core topics that are
supposed to be discussed on. This helped the interviewee to reconcile comprehensive
familiarization and related experience in order to provide deep insights with relevant
information during the interview.
Total two interviews have been conducted to gather comprehensive data for further
analysis for this research paper. Similar type pattern of question has been set for both
the interviewee to check if there is any difference in opinion and priority might take
place capturing their viewpoints. The first interviewee is the current Chairperson of
the company, and the interview took place on 1st of August, 2018. Moreover, the
second interviewee is the CFO (Chief Financial Officer) of the company, and the
interview was conducted on the 9th of September, 2018. The details of the interview
have been provided in the table 2 (p.52) below:
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INTERVIEWEE

Entrepreneur
“A”
Entrepreneur
“B”

PAST (PROFESSIONAL)

CURRENT ROLE OF

DATE OF

DURATION

BACKGROUND

THE INTERVIEWEE

INTERVIEW

(minute)

1/08/2018

71:54

09/09/2018

48:41

Software Engineer

Chairperson of the
Company
Chief Finance Officer

Finance Executive

(CFO) of the
company

Table 2: Summary of the interview of this research study

The interview has been conducted in three phases followed by some base list of preselected questions. As already mentioned earlier, both the interviews were conducted
face to face. Although, there were questions to be followed the overcall session went
through discussions over the experience throughout the years over three phases
somewhat random question that came along to the situation need. On the first phase of
the interview, a general discussion took place through the means of introducing each
other and telling few basic things regarding the interviewer and the interviewee and
also few very basic about the research topic. The main focus of the first phase of the
interview was to make the interviewee comfortable and familiar with the situation so
that on the later stage he would open up and share in-depth insights of his/ her
experiences.
The second phase of the interview was focused more on sharing previous experiences
that he/she had during their time in their country of origin. This sharing of back home
experiences would be laid out the foundation towards becoming an entrepreneur in the
future. There were also discussions over the early experiences that they faced during
their tenure in their host country. Focused more on to figuring out how they became
the transnational entrepreneur and while they move forward step by step towards
establishing their business. The intention was to gather more profound insights for the
further analysis towards revealing the answers of research questions.
The third phase of the interview, the discussions were drawn towards more into
specifics over their business establishments and business network building. How the
overall steps connected one after another following the establishment of business?
Which factors were considered most while these steps were in action phase? The
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intention was plucking out the key issues and the reasoning behind those issues for
building sustainable business network and relationships.
The interview followed by a conclusion where the comparison between the host county
and country of origin experience has been drawn. The summary helped the discussion
to become narrowed down towards eyeing on fundamental differences to point out
critical issues over different business environments. The interviewer tried the best to
his capacity to keep the interview as focused and narrowed as possible to gather
relevant and meaningful data for further analysis.
After completion of a successful interview, the transcription phase is in place for the
next action. As mentioned earlier, the whole interview has been recorded over the
mobile phone, of course, permission for recording and documenting each detail of the
interview has already been taken from the interviewee. With the consent of
interviewee, the transcription phase took place, and the interviewer has ensured the to
the point documentation of the whole interview to confirm the validity and reliability
of the data collection process. Furthermore, after completion of successful
transcription, the document has been sent to the interviewee for their further checking,
whether there is the complete presentation of their viewpoint has been prepared or not
or if anything needs to be modified to present their view transparently. The intention
was to make sure they agree with the written format documented by the interviewer
and to have further approval for using this in this research.
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4

FINDINGS

This following chapter will represent the description of the collected data through
interview methods as described one of the methods of primary data collection method.
At the beginning of this interview, it was very crucial to verify if the entrepreneur first
falls in the criterion of the Transnational entrepreneur or not. Then, the type of business
they have established meets the requirements to be called transnational
entrepreneurship or not. After comparing their characteristics with the definitions of
TE, it can be ensured that these entrepreneurs fall within the box of TE and also the
business they have established also falls in the box of transnational entrepreneurship.
The interview has been driven in three phases, in the first phase the interviewer tried
to gather information over their background and experience in their country of origin,
and then in the second phase the focus turned towards the process of business
establishment in the host country and the third and last phase, a concluding comparison
was drawn to construct the differentiation in experience among those two cross-border
business environment and to take forward the future inputs for further use or improved
way for other entrepreneurs. It is to be noted that, in all three phases the interviewer
tried to define the correlation between the entrepreneurship process and business
network and finally focusing towards business network as relationships.
4.1

Entrepreneur “A”

Entrepreneur A, has an educational background in Software Engineering, after
finishing his graduation he has moved to Finland from Bangladesh. Initially, he moved
to Finland with a fulltime job in a software development organization in Oulu, Finland.
Then afterward he explored a few potential areas for own business establishment, and
from last few years has been settled in one business of his own as a chairperson. The
overall experience shared by entrepreneur "A" would be explained in three stages, this
would allow carefully study the experience at different levels.
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4.1.1 Experience in the country of origin & host country
Being an entrepreneur is always challenging, but some people inherit the individual
characteristics of creating something on their own and sometimes seeing this through
till it starting generating income, and some people possesses these individual skills
through knowledge and practice and evolve entrepreneurial skills within themselves
from a very early stage in their life. The skill sets played a crucial role in becoming an
entrepreneur in the later part of their life. This aspect is a perfect fit in our case for
"Entrepreneur A." During his student life, around the year 2004, "A" along with two
of his friends developed a game. Which was actually from the intention of the hobby
which it actually didn't become an actual business. There was a lack of intensity in
generating income or profit out of it or selling it. Although, they had the intention of
developing and selling it afterward, which they tried but failed. As per him,
"That did not fly well, because, I guess, we were good engineers but not good
salesman……"
As the game developers were students and they had to spend ample time on study, they
could not manage enough time for further development in this product and pursue it
for the further stage.
Afterward, "A" again alongside with one of his friends, developed one software related
to SMS in a mobile phone using his country of origin language, which is known as
Bangla. In this case, they went one step further. They have had the intention and came
up with a plan to sell this software as a product to one of the leading
telecommunications companies in Bangladesh. They approached the company, and it
went to the trial phase as well. However, while the testing phase was in progress, both
the developer got busy with their study once again and didn't come up with enough
time for development of the after services related programs to this software. As a
result, the negotiation failed with the company, and the scope for further development
became very narrow. Hence, at the end it failed.
"the product was working, but I think we failed in the negotiation phase…."
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In both cases, "A" realized that it was not a work of a single person, and also only
skills of developing software were not enough for the whole process of completing the
business itself. Starting a business would require, people who can continuously focus
only on this product and its development, also they would need a person with special
skills sets in business, for example, sales and marketing, eventually who can take of
the business development and sales and negotiation parts. Hence, they finally realized
that, if they had better knowledge and experience in sales and marketing they might
have had success in both cases.
The good part was that entrepreneur "A" kept of developing new things or the software
one after another. On a serious note, the third actual successful attempt was a "PDF
Cropping" software. Although, this one was also made out of the hobby, in this case,
the product see-though further steps in moving towards the actual business concept.
Although, the main purpose of making it was not to profit but to see if there is any
actual need. So, he open-sourced it. The whole thing happened during the year 2010.
The main concept that was introduced here was, the actual software was open sourced,
that anyone can download it and use it with paying, but if someone is happy with it
and want to contribute they can donate some money to "A" as per their wish. So, there
was no bindings or liability for payment for using that software from the owner end.
The process far establishment it followed was also very straightforward, that, all he
had to do was to create a website and uploaded this software there as open soured and
then he posted some comments related to that software in similar blogs and posts
online to inform the related use about this product. Hence, the people came to know
about this product and who are interested in using it can download and use it for free.
On top of that, if someone, as a well-wisher, wants to pay or donate some money, they
can also do that very easily via online. The actual gain here for "A" was, he not only
received some money as donations or recognition for the effort but also received
positive appreciation through the comments and positive feedbacks. Which kept his
motivation high and encouraged him to keep on trying something new. Moreover,
some of the users contributed with code to develop the software a bit further.
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After a considerable amount of successful period, this product or open business
concept also failed. This time, it was again related to his time management issues. As
during that time. "A" became a proud father and he decided to take complete leave
from all sorts of work and give only focus on his newborn kid and spend quality time
with family. He kept himself out of communication from work and didn't come to
check his emails. It was his only but critical mistake that he forgot that each year he
had to renew the website and for some reason, he only registered (contact information)
only with his email details and nothing else. Hence, as the site was in time for renewal,
the responsible notification party only could notify him through emails and could not
call him or message in his phone number as that was not provided during registration
as contact details. By the time, "A" rejoined his professional life and started checking
his all pending emails, and it was too late. Moreover, the webpage/site was
automatically captured by the domain owner and they put it on sale for 4000Euro, later
the price increased to five to six thousand euro. So it failed, and "A" was not in a
position to rebuy and reclaim the ownership of that product as that seemed a bit too
much of a price to have a return on that. As per his note,
"Here, actually, I forgot the professionalism of business part, that I need to
maintain the channel of communication, the payments, and bills…………."
In addition to that act of professionalism, the missing part also his lack of knowledge
that he could also do patent for that concept and also lack of time for thinking it through
towards developing it as a profit-oriented concept.
With each experience he gathered, that inspired him to go a bit furthers and the hunger
for creating something kept of growing. That once again clicked him to develop
another software for people in a more professional manner. Initially, "A" thought of
trying it as a trail, and as his plan, he hired few software developers for this purpose.
However, in this case after a few months of the trial period, he soon realized, the
development was not there as he would have expected. He soon realized, there is lack
of compassion within the hired people, as initially, he looked for those people who not
only take this work as a professional job but also would have compassion towards
chasing a dream to build new software. So, the compassion was missing in the
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workforce, and alongside that, he also figured that it is a plan for a bigger investment
and would require a long time for the development. So, the money becomes an
additional factor with the working force compassion. Hence, he stopped the trial period
and decided that he would next time look for at least the tree component before he
would try something like a new business. As per his statement,
"the thought of creating something, that I will start a business was there in
mind for more than a decade. However, in my opinion, we needed money, the
people and the proper business plan actually to see through my intention of
initiating business in practicality…….!!!!"
In summary, it can be assumed that, throughout his experience at the early stage both
in host and country of origin, he eventually tried total four entrepreneurial business.
First thing was the game project then second was the SMS software project, third was
the PDF editing software project and fourth was the "official software development"
project. In all these projects, one thing that was common was his passion for creating
or developing something new, that people would like to use. Although the initial
thought pattern was driven from the hobby, in the later stage with experience, it was
turning into more professional in type and looking forward to making money out of it.
In each time "A" acquired strong motivation as well as self-realization for pointing out
the missing part. At first project, he realized the missing part was lack of business
skills as sales and marketing personnel. Then afterward in case of the second project,
the missing part was time management and negotiation skills. Then, in the third
project, the realization for the missing part was the time management and lack of
professionalism in building communication. Moreover, in the last project, he finally
sorted out the main components as per his own need, that it would need a combination
of few elements, like a complete business plan, money or fund or investment for a
sustainable amount of time, and last but not the least proper workforce.
Throughout the time of his vast experiences, "A" showed a strong personality for
becoming an entrepreneur, the urge for creating something was always there the
missing portion was the solid business skills that he came to realize step by step.
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Although he was not aware of the entrepreneurial process, he was going through that
in each step. The good part was that in case of failures in each project he did not
become upset and lost interest for once, instead, he takes the missing parts as positive
inputs and food for motivation for chasing success in future time.
4.1.2 Experience while establishing the business in the host country
By this point of time, entrepreneur "A" has gathered enough experience to know what
was the shortcomings toward reaching his dream and was mentally ready enough to
try for starting another step towards initiating a business of his own. Of course, his
experience and realization played a very crucial role in achieving enough courage to
move forward. In the meantime, thoughts became more serious and practical oriented
in nature and he began to ask himself, that, what business would be more suitable for
him, where he would be able to use his own experience as asset and could overcome
his shortcoming of fund (money), or what would require less amount of money and
where he could find related proper workforce. He took all his previous experiences
from his eventually failed projects and perceived them very positively as it gave him
an abundance of new viewpoints and helped him finding his area of improvements, so
that, he can work on that in further cases. Moreover, it gave him more confidence and
motivation to move forward. In his own words,
"the positive side would be, it showed me that, I could create things. I mean,
before I started a business, I was always consuming things, but not producing
things. As soon as I started producing things, other people were paying for
that, and that changed something (a whole aspect of business) in my
brain………"
"I realized that I want to be a producer. Whatever it is, it could be software,
it could be something else, but I want to be a producer of something that,
other people will pay for………"
Hence, he started exploring and look forward to meeting new people outside of his
work area, the people who were involved in real business life and people who had
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more experience than him. That helped him to get close to those people who might
take interest or have similar interest. Then afterward, he found his team players to take
it forward to further steps. With the serious thought that turn into an effective business
plan, he began to explore the establishment of his business entry which was eventually
the first formal step towards establishing any business.
Then he took it forward to data collection regarding the establishment of a business
entity. His data collected was not limited to only checking and looking into related
fundamental websites, instead, it was also going through much interpersonal
communication with individuals who are already involved in some personal business.
Organizations like "business kitchen Oulu" and "TE" played a substantial part during
this period. One of them is non-governmental organization to help or encourage new
entrepreneurs for business and entrepreneurship and another one is government
organization, that also plays a significant role, out of its extensive variety of services
this particular one is to help people with guidance, who take an interest in new business
development and contact them for help. In the meantime, he faced some obstacles as
well in deciding which type of company to form? As some of the people who were
already involved in business was suggesting to start or initially register as a private c
ownership/single ownership business, whereas he wanted to start a partnership entity.
As a result, he started exploring the options, requirements, and benefits of both and
checking all the pros and cons he decided to register as a limited partnership
organization. The key considerations were, transparent and fair financial and fund
dealings in the future, and also accessible in an easy out for partners. So that, the
company can look for the new fund at any point of their business and also the partners
would also feel free to leave if any circumstance with prior notice, and besides new
partners can move in at any required time for business needs.
After the successful registration as a partnership business entity, the next step was to
find remaining funding from other financial sources, for example, banks and also look
for a suitable premise or business establishment location. Both selecting processes
went simultaneously facing several options checking and scrutinization. In his own
words:
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"It was kind of like chicken and egg problem. However, I think it goes side by
side. Bank wanted to know which premise we want to start with and at the
same time before you want to confirm the premise you need to have ensured
finance (money in hand), so, it can go side by side…………………."
The key considerations in these cases were many, like who gives me the best amount
of fund accepting the business plans, and also terms of refund had to be flexible. In
case of locations, the place, rent, locations, terms and condition for renting or
purchasing the place, the decorations, or renovations and many more. During this part,
the critical and time-consuming part was to decide and selected potential partners (long
term and short term for execution) on all the issues that are related to the final goal of
the business establishment. The business network connection and its flow, in this case,
was complex, cause in the simultaneous way several banks and premise agencies were
in connection to check and verify those options which would suit the plan best. The
good part is, in the end, things went well and finally, his company decided on a place
and bank for financing.
"So, we have been checking a lot, and that took probably the longest time. Not
only just this place we checked a lot of other places as well. Downtown and
many more. But we wanted to be in this area, so we have been keeping eye on
this area……"
The main obstacle that was encountered throughout the process was the
communication with several stakeholders or potential long-term or short-term
partners. In Finland, Finnish is the most preferred language for formal and official
communications. In a few cases this language barrier slowed down the overall process.
The language barrier was eventually taken care of by one of the partners who were
experts in the Finnish language. Here the team selection has proven to be very crucial
for initial success in establishment process, where the business plan was solid and
made out of pivoting, and data collection and the workload distribution as per the skill
sets of partners was another crucial move made by the chairman of the company. As a
result, the whole process starting from formal plan solidification to opening and
starting a business comparatively took a shorter period like seven to eight months.
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During the end of the year, 2106 he started his business in the food industry offering
the food combination based on his country of origin successfully fused with the taste
of people living in Finland. Moreover, so far, the business has been running
successfully, and the quality of product and successful variation in food offered
alongside with carefully chosen interior is fundamental to his growing customer base.
In summary, it can be assumed that from the very beginning of his entrepreneurship
trials the things he stored as assets was his enhanced knowledge and experience. The
critical facts of realization that actually changed his view were first, that he got hold
of his creativity, that he is capable of creating something new for which people are
willing to pay, and the second realization was that he could not do things alone. Hence,
he needs a team of good workforce and skills. This was actually to cover the areas
where he lacked, the workforce with business experience and knowledge of sales and
marketing. Moreover, the third realization was the lack of financial capacity, that he
needs more investors or partners. In general, these facts are core to the fact that he
started exploring more and started talking to different people with business and
entrepreneurship experience. He was following the steps towards enhancing business
network without even knowing the definition of the business network. Therefore, we
can follow his pattern of looking forward to meeting new people and which ended up
with his potential partners.
Although he followed several tasks or steps towards the establishment of his business,
the actual process and business networking process was, and few of those were running
simultaneously, so it was hard to define which one was the critical leading
considerations. However, each one of the steps turned out to be fundamental for the
final establishment. So far, from the interview, the most noticeable fact that caught my
attention was his preparations for doing business, means he spent quite a lot of time in
planning while the execution phase seems typically the difficult one. However, in his
case, the execution itself took comparatively less time as he had a plan and even before
going to the execution phase he put more emphasis over data collection and planning.
While he came forward to execution, there was no confusion in his approach. He knew
his desired goal and his, and he had possible measures for overcoming those.
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Regardless of facing unpredictability of funding and stuff he stayed focused and went
on with his plan.
Furthermore, for the collection of data and building network, he was not dependent on
any single source. Instead, he explored various options, trying collecting information
through the website, government-run agencies, private agencies, business school and
independent entrepreneur related options like going to "Business Kitchen Oulu" and
many more. The overall process was constructed of many steps, and we can summarize
those in the following business establishment process tree.
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4.1.3 Experience at different business levels through network lenses
Although having the overall education and experience in software engineering and
mostly in developing technological things, it seemed very surprising how the
entrepreneur "A" has analyzed his past experiences to find the key components of
business and entrepreneurship. On the other hand, he was not sure about the business
terminology or its categorization, but he figured those facts very wisely. In the very
early stage of his past experiences, he came to realize that he needs a team of skilled
people in which he was lacking. The urge for building a business network was there
while he looked for partners and data collection. The following statement can provide
the clarity regarding his need for the network,
"the missing part in the past was business knowledge and the right people. I
could only do those cause I could do those alone, and I never found a team or
similar minded people who do the same thing as me…….."
During the initial level for starting his business, entrepreneur "A" started the network
building process by talking to colleagues and peers, then each person he met would
give him new information about where to tap and how to tap to find people who are
interested in doing business. The primary basis of his building network was
interpersonal vouchers. That means, someone introduces him to other people then
other people introduced him to someone new. So, the exploration kept on going in this
manner so as the range of business network coverage. In the meantime, visiting related
organizations also gave him ideas about what needs to be done and where to look for
information and related people. Hence, at the beginning level, the network building
was very straightforward which mostly took place through vouchers.
In the second level, the internet also became another consideration to build external
networks, where he came across a more constructive way forward towards establishing
the business. From the steps described in the websites gave him the idea which
organizations to tap for registering a company, which organization to talk about
legislation in Finland regarding food industry. So, the process of developing an
external network initially took place mostly through the phase of data gathered from
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the internet, then afterward through references. According to him, websites like
"Business Finland" & "entrepreneurship.fi" played a good part during the initial stage
of business establishment.
While moving forward to a later stage, the external network building was more focused
on finding short-term and long-term business partners. Because after the registration
of the organization, the further plan was to find a financing company as investors.
Hence, they started visiting banks and sharing their business proposal and getting
feedbacks. The accounting agency also advised several real-estate agents to look for
premises for the business. Those process of searching for financing organization and
selection of premises went on simultaneously. The building networks with the realestate agents/agency were mainly on the short-term deal basis. While checking for the
premise they had to build a connection with construction agency who was experienced
in building kitchen and decorations, as the primary business idea was establishing a
restaurant business. So, the key considerations were the previous experience of those
related companies and also vouchers from people in the related fields.
During the confirmation of premise and establishment business, the network was
flourished across the related working fields, like the insurance company, accounting
agency, construction agency, interior design company, premise owner, utility
companies, suppliers and others. Hence, in the later part of the business establishment,
the business network was built more rapidly, mainly on a need basis, especially, during
the execution phase. One thing that was clear in his mind that, the network was the
critical issue for the successful establishment.
In point of building the team and getting the right people was the first successful
mission on his way to becoming an entrepreneur. In the meantime, it also showed the
valued network establish among potential people, which eventually helped to build the
team. In the later stage of this team of diversified skills and knowledge worked as one
and played their part in their specialized area and made this whole establishment
successful. In his own words.
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"I have always wanted contrasted people, that was in the plan from the very
beginning. The rest of the people they joined afterward, and we figured out
what they are good at. Or it was more like who is interested to be a partner
and what value he would add, in addition to building trust"
Having mentioned the considerations while building all the networks throughout the
process, the "trust" became one of the most critical issues in all phases of maintaining
and building business networks. The initial temptation to build networks was
collecting information. As their primary focus was to gather data, so information
collection role was another critical matter which eventually guided them towards
different relevant actors, that might play critical roles in any business networks. In this
case company, information lead to meet related people, which led to building a team,
which at the end led to establishing entrepreneurship business, and before, during and
after establishment each team played their designated roles to build their own and
sometimes collective network channels for ensuring the successful run of the business.
In a way, they were very structured in their business network building process and
afterward also in maintaining business network relationships with external
stakeholders.
"At the end, the relationships are significant for business. Even, interpersonal
communication also depends on maintaining a good relationship. If I didn't
have a good relationship with the partners then, I wouldn't be able to get them
as partners, and the same goes with employees to have better result……….."
"I have a good relationship with my suppliers, and I get some more
discount….."
From the network lenses, if we want to summarize the relationship of entrepreneur "A"
with different stakeholders, referring to both internal and external stakeholder
depending on his evaluation criteria of essentiality of network presence and operations
of the business. The following table 3 (p.67) would represent the ideal scenario of
measuring the importance of network relationship strength and their position as per
their importance in the business network structure.
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Priority

Measurement of Relationship

Type of Stake holders in
Business Networks

Strong

Moderate

Weak

1

Partners

Ö

-

-

2

Premise Owner

Ö

-

-

3

Suppliers

Ö

-

-

4

Employees

Ö

-

-

5

Bank

-

Ö

-

6

Insurance

-

-

Ö

7

Accounting Agency

-

-

Ö

-

-

Ö

8

Government agency for regular
checking

Table 3: Measuring the strength of the business network based on relationship priority from
the perspective of Entrepreneur “A”

Furthermore, the availability of information and its access has proven to be vital while
realizing the difference between country of origin and host country business
environment. On top of that, the goal for each network building also can manipulate
the whole business plan and its processing. In this case of establishment of business in
Finland, the fundamental focus on building business network was, past experience of
each network actors and the vouchering by previous customers or related people, price
with quality and last but not the least trustworthiness with long term goals.
In Summary we can assume that, the presence of business network is noticeable in all
different levels of entrepreneurship business establishment process. Although, they
didn’t follow any written organogram for building internal network but they end up
following one with even actualizing in written form. Hence, eventually the internal
business network eventually leads the company to build and maintain their external
business network with different related stakeholders.
The internal business network flow can be summarized with the following flow chart
showing their flow of information and work load distributions and maintenance.
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Figure 5: Flow of Business Network from Internal to External Stakeholders

In the following chart the network connection with the external stakeholders has been
drawn to provide the holistic view of their network channel and flow of relationships:
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Figure 6: External Network Structure and flow of communication
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4.2

Entrepreneur “B”

Entrepreneur "B" is another owner of the same business that is run by entrepreneur
"A." She is currently working as a full-time employee of another startup organization
taking care of the aftersales services. Although she had quite a lot of experiences
during and after her graduation from the business administration (major in Finance and
International Business), this is her first business experience as an entrepreneur. She
has moved to Finland initially as a housewife, and afterward, she started exploring her
potential job area. From the very early stage in Finland, she knew that she had to
explore her potential job market here in Finland, and for that, she had to focus on
learning the Finnish language as the first and foremost task. Doing so, she managed
her first job in the medical equipment company as a financial executive. The
experience she had throughout her life both in the host county and country of origin
including the overall business establish process would be discussed in the following
three stages, similar to the previous discussion.
4.2.1 Experience in the country of origin and host country
Starting from sharing the experience gathered from the home country Bangladesh, the
note able fact is that, entrepreneur "B" has made herself involve with professional work
area from the very early stage of her student life at the university level, which is not
that common in Bangladesh from the cultural viewpoint. She was working in the
corporate finance team, where their core job responsibility was to attract new investors
for the company. While doing so, she has developed practical knowledge on preparing
capital investment plans, gathering and interpretation of data and analysis for further
use in the business plan. So the whole process was the very interactive one dealing
with internal and external stakeholders. In her own words,
"we the corporate finance team went to every department within the
organization to gather data and with the combination of all data we made the
whole business plan, and then we also made our own financial plan, and we
presented it to different banks for getting working capital loans….."
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As a student of Business Administration having major in Finance, this job gave her the
professional lens view towards new business development and its related activities that
take place in practical business life. Working for a startup company in finance she
developed more interest in establishing her own company in the future.
"during that time, I was working with a friend, and we thought that in the
future we want to have a consultancy firm of our own like a financial
institution. So we were gathering experience in that field….."
The most exciting part of the whole working tenure was working in the multicultural
working environment, as that startup working was focusing on introducing entirely
new technology to the market the leaders in the core departments were from different
countries like CEO from USA and CFO from Japan and many other colleagues were
foreigners. That not only help her learn more but also introduced her to get along in a
multicultural working environment. On top of these, dealing with external
stakeholders also enhanced her knowledge regarding the corporate systems and papers
works. Although, in the later part the organization could not write its success story due
to lack of market readiness and bureaucratic capital financing business environments.
The lesson learned here was that most of the investors always look forward to
traditional business plans, following up with traditional network channels, as in most
investor were not happy with the unique and new plans for approaching the market
with such sophisticated product.
In the later phase started when she moved to Finland, from the very beginning she had
interest in building her career in the finance field. Moreover, she figured that out that,
in Finland developing a career in the business organization would require her to have
skills in the Finnish language. Hence, she focused on learning that language as her
previous language skills only includes Bengali and English. In the meantime, she also
got admitted for MSc degree in Finance at the university in Finland. In the meantime,
she also got a job offer from a company in which she did her internship while she was
pursuing language learning. Eventually, she focused more on her job and let MSc
degree go by. Afterward, she switched her job to another startup company doing its
business in medical equipment. The exciting part in all three professional job
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experience was that all these organizations were startups, which eventually introduced
her to the end part of the process of establishing a business in the market level,
especially market development and sales.
"Both my jobs (in Finland) were like that, ok I have done little things like you
know making the coffee to tremendous things like ok, I worked directly with
the CEO of the company for preparing the business plan. So, these kinds of
gave me the overall ideas of how to run or how to deal or how to actually
manage a business while going through market development phase…………."
Furthermore, people here in Finland are professional in approach, and the responsible
parties tend to provide impeccable services. Moreover, in her current organization she
started in the finance team and taking care of all the financial works and everything
especially works related to logistics. Later on, she moved to the customer service
department, dealing with after sales services. Hence, from the past three years, she is
working in that department. In addition to that, so far in her experience, the business
environments are more dependent on technology rather than only on people. The
technology part makes services more smooth and easier and accurate.
In summary, it can be assumed that Entrepreneur "B" actually didn't have any
experience in her past being an entrepreneur herself. However, the fact that, she was
working in organizations which are startups gave her the experience that, anyone
would endure throughout her/his future life if they eventually want to be an
entrepreneur.
The interesting part in her home country was working in an organization having a
multicultural working environment. It enhanced her ability in multicultural
communication and also helped her develop interpersonal communication skills.
Dealing with both internal and external stakeholders helped her enhance her
knowledge regarding preparing financial budgeting, business project proposal
preparing, capital loan proposal preparing and last but not the least relationship
management. Among all the positive nodes, the fact that came as an obstacle was the
lack of customers or investors knowledge regarding technological enhancements and
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systemic bureaucracy while getting capital investment loans. Also forcing own agenda
in the organizational business plans for making investments. One key point that needs
to be noted, is that not every good business project plan or idea or technology would
have its successor suited in all business environments. At some point capital, investors
prefers more off traditional approaches to the market plans.
The host country experience was most helpful to build the "know how" elements of
the business process and its environments in Finland. While doing so, her job
responsibility enlightened her regarding the financial approaches alongside with
supply chain and at later part customer service management.
4.2.2 Experience while establishing the business in the host country
While going through the job responsibilities and personal life, the urge for establishing
something was still there in the back of the mind. One thing entrepreneur "B" realized
that starting something only on her own won't be an easy task. In her own words:
"I did not want to start something only on my own. Because I had my job and
I have kids and those kinds of things held me back…."
It all started from sharing ideas and looking for doing something, as she was
approached by entrepreneur "A" along with an idea to start a business, they began
brainstorming together to figure out the steps forward. She was more involved in the
execution of ideas and plans.
"I was the one who was helping for execution of ideas and plans.
Alternatively, more precisely helping him execute his ideas into plan…."
From the very beginning, the idea was clear and straight, the entrepreneur "B" having
her previous experience in Finance, started taking care of stuff that mostly related to
the financial matter. For example, making the budgets, financial calculations,
preparing a business plan, contacting with banks and insurance companies for
company loan as finance and stuffs like that. On top of that, as she was the one who
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has skills in the Finnish language, she played a big part in external stakeholders
relationships building.
Apart from taking care of financial activities, the entrepreneur "B" also played a major
role in data collection and pivoting. Hence, the feasibility of the idea of turning into a
business plan was carefully measured by entrepreneur "B". The source of data
collection was initially online information, especially during the registration of the
company and later on, she took help from organization name "MARA", who was a
union for the food-related organization. After gathering information from various
sources, she used to verify them with "MARA", before going for the final decision.
Exploring legal issues were the most critical part of the whole process of establishing
the business.
"Finland is a very bureaucratic country, and there are laws about everything.
So, we were contacting them (MARA), and there were other places I was
calling and contacting whomever we can to gather information and
understand what the laws are here to start up a business……..”.
Apart from collecting information from those sources mentioned above, she was also
getting help from her current colleague at her office, who was still working in the
finance department of her office. During the time at working at the same department,
they developed a good relationship, and the relation played a good role in collecting
valuable information regarding the establishment of business. In addition to that, that
friend as also helping her vouchering different organizations which are related to
finance, for example accounting consultant agency.
After the registration of the company and finalizing on the place and financing
company for the loan, the confirmation on place also came along. The further step was
to look forward to a construction company who are specialized in kitchen construction
of restaurants. After completion of construction and decorations, the further steps were
looking forward to suppliers, in such cases the key to choose suppliers were their
quality of service and price with long-term commitments. Vouchering from different
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sources also played a role while measuring their quality of services. Then finally the
business starts its run during the start of 2016.
In summary, it can be assumed that the entrepreneur "B" played a significant role
during the establishment of the business. Notably, in the initial stages, where gather
information and collecting data were the fundaments to verify the feasibility of the
business plan. In such a case, her previous experience in finance background was
crucial to analyze the data and looking for external financing, preparing the budgets
and business proposal.
The entrepreneurs had put more focus on data collection and analysis through pivoting.
In context to the execution phase, planning took most of the time for business
establishment. As they had a solid plan, the rest was to execute according to the plans.
It is mentionable that, apart from helping for planning, the role for entrepreneur "B"
was very clear from the very beginning, taking care of finance. The following figure 7
(p.76), would demonstrate the complete steps that has been followed by entrepreneur
“B” during the business establishment process.
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After registration of the business, among all her activities, the critical successful act
was to find the external finance from the bank. That was the second primary task for
their business establishment. Although, there was involvement of other finance
organizations like accounting agency and insurance company. Selection of different
external stakeholders was another of her prioritized tasks where she played
fundamental roles.
4.2.3 Experience at different business level through network lenses
Entrepreneur "B" have had a wonderful track record and experience which was directly
involved in business development. The experience became a real asset while she was
in the process of establishment of this entrepreneurship business. Having experience
of maintaining the relationship with internal stakeholders, entrepreneur "B" was quite
comfortable while she was going through the process of her business establishment.
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Therefore, the network building process was to some extent very straightforward in
her case, which eventually started from collecting information on preparing the plan
for the idea of business. Although she started collecting and gathering data from the
internet, it was not the only source. In the meantime, she was also taking help from her
current colleagues regarding where to tap to get the specific suggestion on registration
of companies and legal issues regarding setting up a business entity. She even started
calling different people and organizations for gathering data and validating those data
collected via the internet and personal connections.
During the planning phase, her core focus was to collect data and analyze them for
preparing the planning. She was closely monitoring the plans along with her partner to
establish the business. Never the less, her focus was more onto the process of building
or dealing with external business networks. For example, looking for financing,
insurance, and accounting company/agents. Also, time to time facilitating other needs
like talking with premise agents or construction companies or purchasing other
decoration stuff, validating the offers received from interested suppliers or even final
call on selecting suppliers and so on. The point I was getting into is that private team
building or internal stakeholders were never her concern, it was completely taken care
of by her partner. From the network point of view, although it seemed pretty
straightforward, the process was segregated on too many points of the network as
simultaneously several issues were taken care.
"well, the idea was that as I was from the finance background, I will take care
of mostly the financial side of the business, preparing budgets, financial
calculations, preparing the business plan, talking with banks and other
external stakeholders……..so on. Of course, I am the one who speaks Finnish,
not my partner, so I was also responsible for talking and negotiating and
doing those kinds of dealing things……"
Although a formal legal advisor was never required to deal with all these legal issues,
as most of the directions and steps towards the establishment of business entity and its
requirements were already provided online, even the complete registration was done
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online. But the restaurant union "MARA", the government agency "KELA", "TE", and
finally accounting agency played a significant role regarding proper guidance towards
the business establishment. They all played a constructive part as an external business
network or stakeholders.
"for everything, we were contacting the relevant field person/company/people
(for example, construction company, suppliers for restaurants, and so on).
So, there were many organizational involvements….."
After the successful establishment and start of business, the further maintenance of the
business network became more like a routine works. More effort has been already
given while building the business network throughout the process of business
establishment, comparing to the later stage of running the business. It does not even
require face to face meetings unless there is an emergency or change of plan or change
of regular outcomes. Finland being an automated country and having the more
professional business culture made things easier to deal with in the long term.
"Finland is so automatic, and everything is done through the internet, of
course, first meeting or the first introduction and relationship building took
some time, which required direct communications. Otherwise, afterward for
conducting regular business communication and maintenance of business
networks and relationships I only contact them with the mobile call or via
email and that is enough……"
Finally, the critical considerations while developing business networks, of course, the
monetary benefits and quality services along with long-term commitments. These
business networks have been built over the basis of trust and long-term commitment
towards ensuring quality services. Referencing also played a functional role while
deciding on selecting business networks.
"Well, of course, our first consideration is always money, but second is, of
course, their quality of service…. I maintain a kind of balance between the
price and quality of service…."
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"Well, I do always ask for references, for example, MARA, it has always been
a good source of information and also our accounting agency…"
While establishing the entrepreneurship business, considering the depth and
importance of business network and its relationship strength the following table 4
(p.79) would provide us clear idea focusing on entrepreneur "B" experience.
Priority

Type of External Stake holders in

Measurement of Relationship

Business Networks

Strong

Moderate

Weak

1

Supplier

Ö

-

-

2

Bank

Ö

-

-

3

Insurance

-

Ö

-

4

Accounting Agency

-

Ö

-

Table 4: Measuring the strength of the business network based on relationship priority from the
perspective of Entrepreneur “B”.

Each partner was taking care of their section of responsibility like CEO was taking
care of HR and internal operations, CFO was taking care of financial issues, another
partner was responsible for product and services. Hence, there were very straight
considerations while maintaining their own internal or external business network
stakeholders. Decentralization of responsibility and segmentation in partnering made
the overall business network relationship management very simple and specific to own
responsibilities.
"we are quite decentralized, we kind of like work in parallel. In finance, I am
taking care of it. So, others don't have to worry about it, and our CEO, for
example, is taking care of HR. So, I don't have to watch over that, cause, he
is doing a fantastic job. So, individually we are doing our own job parallelly
maintaining our own business networks…."
In context to the country of origin experience, host country experience was different,
mainly, regarding developing and maintaining business network relationships. In the
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country of origin, the face to face meetings was a must to maintain any professional
relationships, whereas in Finland, things are more dependent on technology and people
here are more professional. For regular stakeholder relationships, face to face meetings
or communications are not mandatory, in case of entrepreneur "B", most of the tasks
are done over the internet via email, or over the phone call. Apart from the above point,
further input in context to the country of origin would be, the people back home are
ready to try harder for achieving success, that means, more hard worker (industrious)
in nature, like during the establishment of business, entrepreneur "B" along with her
partner worked really hard, regardless of regular working hours, they had to work day
and night to achieve their dream. Moreover, here they always look forward to
introducing such operating system where each of the owner or partner have spent much
time, instead, they looked for sustainable long-term partners and operating systems
where they could conduct the regular day to day activities over online or depending on
technology. So, that was another consideration during their selection of external
stakeholders.
In summary, it can be assumed that the experience gathered from back home created
the fundamental skills and knowledge about how a startup business develop its
business plans and proposal while looking for generating external fund or capital loan
fundraising. Also, the developing and maintaining the business networks require
people to be extrovert, who can speak up, show up time to time for meetings and
presentations, also keep up the time to time repo with related stakeholders. Whereas,
the host country business environment and the process of development and
maintenance of business network are different, focusing more on reference and
introductions face to face meeting while development of business networks. Moreover,
maintaining that relationship would instead follow technological communications via
email or phone calls.
Hence, during the starting phase of the establishment of entrepreneurship business, the
flow of network was straightforward and with the broader view, where each section
needed to be verified depending on the background check or service quality and
vouchering. While the data collection phase, the business network was more spread
out, and afterward during registration and looking for the second source of funding the
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network building was more narrowed down to specific stakeholders. Moreover, after
the establishment of business, the fundamental focus was to build a long-term and
sustainable business network which fits the agenda of operating a quality business
depending mostly on technology.
At this point, the business is running with parallel business network channel, where
each of the partner and board members maintains their business networks and
stakeholder relationships individually on their own. Unless any particular case turns
up where they need to inform Chairman or other board members for informing them
and maybe for advice as well, it runs very smoothly in a decentralized way.
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5

DATA ANALYSIS

Inductive approach is the core of any qualitative research, which indicates that the data
analysis in qualitative research would start with the process of decoding the collected
data into text form. Although, the process of collecting data may include many styles,
such as audio/video interview, focused group discussion, formulated sample
questionnaire, and others. In the meantime, all these forms of data collected further
goes through the transcription process. So that these data can be converted into
structured text for further study and analysis, (Daymon & Holloway, 2002). Easy said
than done, (Easterby et al. 2002), has cleared the focus of data collection and
transcription area keeping the ethical perspective intact with the reliable source, which
is to be followed while developed the literature review and further data collection and
analysis complementing the ethical research philosophy.
While keeping the ethical research philosophy in mind we would march forward to
towards data analysis for this research paper. Looking into the different process
recommended for data analysis, the one presented by Saunders et al. (2016: 490),
seemed more applicable to this research paper. According to him, the qualitative data
analysis process can be initiated in the following 3 different ways:
1. Summarizing (condensation) of meanings;
2. Categorization (grouping) of meaning;
3. Structuring (ordering) of meaning using narrative
Initial steps would be focusing on providing a brief of each of these three steps before
presenting the actual analysis. Starting with the first step, as from the word
summarizing we can assume the purpose would be related to shortening the collected
data. In details, it is a process of fragmenting larger statements with many data into
shorter, somewhat essential statements focusing on key points or critical elements.
These critical elements are further used for data analysis.
The second step in the process refers to categorization, which eventually works with
summarized data and critical elements. In this stage, all the fragmented data and
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critical elements are grouped according to their related similarities. Hence, it enhanced
the fragmented data to be found in related groups or category. So that, while
conducting further analysis data similar data can be found in one group while
synchronizing the data derived from the different stages of the interview process.
The final step refers to deal with categorized data to be arranged in a particular manner
so that, it represents a sequential flow or pattern. Hence, the process structuring
eventually refers to the representation of categorized data into sequential manner
linking the background of the data, following with overall experience one after another
to provide in-depth idea and reasoning. The whole representation follows a storyline
of how the significant action took place one after another providing the possible
outcome, which is followed by a summary or conclusion (Saunders et al. 2009).
The data analysis for this master's thesis initiated with developing paper notes during
the interview and repeatedly listening to the recorded audio version of the whole
interview, followed by reading with other materials like their websites and personally
linked in accounts and details (Saunders et al. 2009). TE is the key issue for this thesis
paper, and if we start from the literature review and empirical data analysis, the
concepts by Drori et al. (2009), focusing on leveraging networks and resources from
country of origin and using them in host country as means of advantage for setting up
business. Agreeing to the assumptions, the reflection of the base concept has been
present in this case company. Where the final product is food and taste, and base of
this food item has modified initially from the concept of host country cooking.
Moreover, on top of that, the origin of the cook appointed in the restaurant belongs to
the country of origin. If we look at the concept of dimensions of origin of TE, we can
assume that the case company would undoubtedly fall in the criteria of "from below"
concept explained by Mahler, (1998). However, the origin of the fundamental
activities articulated by the case company was in context to self-motivation of creating
something of their own. Although, the impact of the case company on the economy of
Finland could be presented as the lack of financial data and as a result of searching and
collection of data for answering the research question focusing on business networks.
The following subchapter would provide the discussion and analysis relating to the
aspects of business networks relating to transnational entrepreneurship.
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In this research paper, the overall analysis would consist of the following sections

5.1

-

Business Network as structure perspective

-

Business Network as relationship perspective

-

Business Network as position perspective

-

Business Network as process perspective

Business network as structure perspective

Scrolling back to the literature review on business network as structure, we indeed
follow Axelsson & Easton (1992), theory over the business network in the industrial
system, however, here in our findings it was evident from analyzing the figure 5 (p.68)
and figure 6 (p.69), that this case company has a clear internal and external network
structure even its not being operated in an industrial system, instead its more of small
and medium enterprise. Moreover, the concept of network structure by Hagg &
Johanson (1983), was more applicable in this case study, especially, focusing on filling
each other gap in the network structure depending on expertise and demand. In case of
entrepreneur "A" its clear from the statement that "That did not fly well because I guess
we were good engineers but not the good salesman." Which shows the need for the
different skill set that he already had, and which he eventually filled in later stage of
business establishment stage "I have always wanted contrasted people….we figured
out what they are good at…" Comparing to Entrepreneur "B" she was very clear
regarding the skill sets and indirectly defined the network structure for herself from
the very beginning. The following statement confirms the structured focus on
networks, "I was the one who was helping for execution of ideas and plans.
Alternatively, more precisely helping him execute his ideas into a plan."
On the other hand, in contrast to Entrepreneur A's experience in his earlier stage, the
lack of network structure was highly visible. Whereas, in the case of Entrepreneur "B",
the structured form of the network was visible during the experience of establishing
the business in the host country. The main difference between these two entrepreneurs
was their thought pattern during the establishment of business. Entrepreneur "A" has
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relied more on trial and error, whereas Entrepreneur "B" was more focused on what is
needed to be done for starting a business.
Above argument also complements the concept of Dubini & Aldrich (1991), focusing
on dependency on network structure and organizational performance.
5.2

Business network as relationship perspective

Business networks as relationship perspective can be analyzed from the very first
concept, that has been addressed in previous chapters by Mainela & Pauliina (2013),
focusing on personal interaction. Although, it falls in more in the category of
individual traits of Transnational Entrepreneurs while playing the crucial role in the
early stage of business establishment in the business network, for example selecting
the right partner. In the case of Entrepreneur "A", personal interaction played a highly
critical role while selecting partners for the establishment of his business entity.
Whereas, in the case of Entrepreneur "B" personal interaction as a base for developing
relationships within business networks was eminent mostly focused on the later stage
of developing external business networks. For example, looking for information from
MARA, developing relationships with the Bank for secondary investments and so on.
Although, it is not clear from the literature review that in which stage the business
establishment phase its more critical? Throughout the case study, it can be assumed
that in each/all stages the presence of personal interaction and relationships seems very
crucial.
The concept of developing relationships depending on firstly economic goals and
secondly by non-economic goals, backed by Piore & Sabel (1984), Jones et at. (1997)
and Anderson (2002), were not entirely applicable in this case study. Here, in this case,
study, it seems more like opposite directions. For example, the non-economic goals
were the first in focus then afterward the goal was accompanied by economic goals.
Both entrepreneur "A" and "B" were driven towards developing networks through
building relationships for chasing their dream for establishing something of their own.
In the meantime, we can assume that both entrepreneurs were financially stable in their
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own life already having well-paid jobs. The main thing that was cited as their
motivating factor was their dream for building something new.
Furthermore, the relationship among the partners which is regarded as an internal
business network was developed on trust and dependability. Each one of them was
well known regarding what is expected from them and their responsibility towards the
role they are playing while establishing and operating the business. Concerning
Johanson & Mattsson (1986), concept of building the sustainable relationship, would
be applicable more in the entrepreneur's country of origin business environment.
However, the host country business environment seems more professional, where
relationships are built on trustworthiness and professionalism. In the case of
entrepreneur "B" the sustainable relationship has been maintained by respecting their
professional responsibilities both with internal and external stakeholders. In the case
of entrepreneur "A" the focus was more on to internal network stakeholders and
maintaining a good relationship based on trust and clear communication.
5.3

Business network as position perspective

The business network as position perspective is widely viewed from the social
positioning point of view Bruderl & Presendorfer (1996), Halamsspm & Snehota
(1995). So far, the business network perspective has been discussed from the larger
organizational aspects. In such case of small or medium or startup organizations, such
positional view are very latent. It is also similarly latent in this case study of
entrepreneur A & B. The concept of network strength & control over developing and
maintaining business network was not solely dependent on social positioning or
network positioning itself. Preferably, in the early stage of partnering for business
entity establishment, the process of developing business network was more focused on
individual skill sets and personal interest, and at the later part of starting and
conducting business operations, it was more about professional experience and quality
of service.
From the table 3 (p.67) and table 4 (p.79), it is visible that, the strength of the network
and relationship were not dependent on the network positioning of each actor or
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stakeholders; instead it was focused more onto organizational aspects and operational
business point of view. It is agreeable that, network as position perspective are treated
as the partial issue, but it has the significant impact on overall business network
depending on the type of business the companies are involved in (Axelsson & Easton,
1992).
In such a case study for transnational entrepreneurs in the food industry, network as
position perspective would have a more vital role during the business operations
aspects for internal business network management. In which, each network actors
would be clear about their network positioning and role and act according to that
strength (of position) and responsibility.
5.4

Business network as a process perspective

The network process can be varied depending on the circumstances and business
environments the entrepreneurs are in (Mainela, Puhakka, & Servais, 2014), reveals
the complexity of the issue. Hence, the business network as process would be very
different from one organizational aspect to another. However, in this research and case
study it is visible that, the process aspects of business network development were
present during the business establishment process. Regardless of different network
structure the organization follow, or are connected with, each play their role as per
their position in the business network process. If we follow the figure 4 (p.63) and
figure 7 (p.76), we can have clear idea of how this business network as process
certainly played a fundamental part during business establishment process. Different
network structure has been nurtured during different phase and process of the business
establishment. All the network stakeholders don’t come into play at once. Rather, the
business network process defines which stakeholders would come into action at what
point and to what extent.
However, it would be very difficult to define the business network as process
perspective very clearly at the beginning stage. Yet it can be assumed that, the business
network process shapes up alongside the progress of business establishment process.
Traditionally, in case of transnational entrepreneurs, the perspective of business
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network as process is very latent. If the idea of business network process may be
argued from the network actor’s power structure view point, then, in our case study it
doesn’t hold much reflection of conventional power structure role. However, it may
complement the concepts of co-operations, one of the two dialectical process in
business networks (competition and co-operations).
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6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this chapter, there will be a summary of the whole topic, here a brief idea of this
research paper would be given at a glance. Then, this discussion would be followed by
a few other subchapters, like providing subsequent answers to the research question,
followed by theoretical & managerial implications of this research paper. Afterward,
there would be a discussion regarding how the reliability and validity of this research
paper have been ensured followed by the limitations and suggestion for further
research.
In conclusion, the argument can be constructed as the transnational entrepreneurs are
those people who are by nature entrepreneur and developed their business in the host
country maintaining a connection with the country of origin. The topic of this research
paper has been constructed on developing the understanding over transnational
entrepreneurs and their network considerations while they establish entrepreneurship
business in countries like Finland. Here, in this case, the study of an organization (food
industry) established in Finland, the fundamental idea of transnationalism and
transnational entrepreneurship is present. However, the connectivity with the country
of origin is more indirect. For example, the experience acquired from the country of
origin played the most crucial role, and furthermore, the key to final product was based
on mix texture of country of origin and host country, and critical employee
fundamentally is from the country of origin.
While we go into their process of business network, it can be assumed that the process
of the development of their business network was focused on goal from the very
beginning. Throughout their business development process, all four perspectives for
business network development seemed quite crucial while establishing the
transnational entrepreneurship business. However, the degree of importance among
these four aspects would vary a lot, depending on the type of organization and the type
of business environment. From the overall research, it is clear that focus on the four
aspects of business network development and maintenance would undoubtedly prove
to be essential for obtaining success in the long run. As transnational entrepreneur has
experience in their home country that they can also use as their competitive advantage,
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like during the interview Entrepreneur "B" mentioned one key point, that in their
country of origin the business environment is very competitive and as a result each
entrepreneur or person involved in their professional field are also very hard working
and competitive. So, without that hard work, they might fail at any time. Comparing
to that, the host country business environments are comparatively more relaxed. Hence
the attitude of hard work and competitiveness would be proven to be an extra edge for
these transnational entrepreneurs.
6.1

Answering the research question

The fundamental objective of this research study was to develop the better
understanding, to know how the core considerations for developing and selecting
business network takes place while transnational entrepreneur establishes his/her
business in countries like Finland. The challenge was to identify the core areas for
filling the research gap that already has been presented. In formulating such scenario,
the author has designed a specific research question to analyze the theoretical and
managerial aspects and provide feedback to the research question. The following
subchapter would discuss the response to the specific research question along with the
question.
Research Question: How transnational entrepreneurs consider formulating business
networks while establishing the new business?
This research question has been designed in such a way so that, it can cover the primary
objective of this research study. The question fundamentally consists of two main
theoretical aspects, first, "Transnational Entrepreneurship" and second "Business
Networks". The whole research has been designed to lead to the findings while going
through the theoretical study and then empirical data collected from the semistructured interview, the fragments seem more connected. First, the assumption that
can be constructed regarding the Transnational entrepreneurship its development of
business networks varies to some extent in context to the traditional way of network
development. The four aspects of business network eventually filled the puzzle how
this traditional network development though pattern takes place. The empirical data of
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this research has been fragmented in three stages to identify the motive and difference
in goals for the development of business networks. Hence, the response to the research
question has been designed in similar fragments to keep the finding & results
sophisticated.
Although, from the theoretical study and empirical data analysis it can be assumed that
there are differences in considerations for developing business networks. If we
consider the first phase of entrepreneurship establishment, in this case, study the
considerations start from chasing a dream, and finding the right people to work with.
The economic goal is always important, but the first thing that mattered here was
finding people as the partner of the similar intention of doing something of their own.
In such case, individual characteristics and trustworthiness were the critical
considerations while choosing business partners for establishing entrepreneurship
entity.
It is mentionable that, the considerations may vary depending on the size of the
organizations. However, transnational entrepreneurship traditionally follows small or
medium enterprises, more precisely regarding Finland, a single entity or limited
liability business. Hence, the network structure seems less complicated. In the second
phase of business establishment, the core considerations lead to searching for right and
reliable information. Hence, finding the right information focuses on reference and
vouchering from internal networks, more specifically partners.
During the final phase of the establishment process, the focus and direction of the
business network skewed more towards economic goals related to cost-effectiveness
and reliability. If we consider the overall process of the third phase, it involves
different and complex network designs. The overall considerations for business
network development highly depended on small fragments of goals related time frame,
for example, selecting short-term and long-term partners as per specific goals.
Regardless of the type of need, the core consideration suggests two fundamental
aspects, first, cost-effectiveness, and second, reliability.
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Hence, the assumption can be constructed as the considerations for the transnational
entrepreneurs for developing business networks for establishing business would
depend on what phase of business establishment the TE is plotting, having the abovediscussed core consideration variables in mind.
6.2

Theoretical implications

In this chapter, the discussion would take place portraying theoretical contribution
regarding this research paper.
Chen & Tan (2009), has raised most exciting questions "what kind of networks, under
what circumstances and in which ways bring out what returns in the context of
transnationalism and how entrepreneurs cultivate such networks.". In addition to
these, more focus should be given onto how these networks are being selected during
the entrepreneurship business establishment process?
There has been previous research and arguments regarding the organizational system
and its presence of network structure (Axelsson & Easton, 1992). Here, the focus was
only on organizations which are within the industrial system. However, agreeing to
one part that argues about the interdependency of organizational systems reflects more
off organized business network structure, the findings suggest that, even if, the
organizations are not within the industrial system, the presence of network structure
could also be found in action in small and medium enterprises.
The concept on the business networks developed process, through materializing
personal relationships in context to the necessity for the business establishment, many
researchers have argued that economic goals are typically accompanied by noneconomic goals related to social context. However, in contrast to the theory, finding
of the case company transnational entrepreneur A and B suggests that the flow of goal
could be opposite as well. For example, non-economic goals can be in the driving seat
followed by economic goals. Hence, the arguments can be both-way around. On the
other hand, arguments by (Axelsson & Easton, 1992), on relationship being the base
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of any business network is entirely agreeable comparing to the findings of this case
company.
The fundamental base of concepts relating to the business network as the perspective
of "Position" has been argued by many researchers focusing people positions in social
networks which fundamentally viewed from the power structure related big
organizations of JVC companies (Axelsson & Easton, 1992); (Bruderl &
Preisendorfer, 1996). However, the findings and analysis suggest that the position
concept can be viewed from the individual skill sets point of view and also more focus
can be given towards the small and medium enterprise for understanding the variability
in this perspective.
6.3

Possible practical & managerial implications

In context to the objective of this research paper, the focus was to develop the
understanding of how transnational entrepreneurs would consider designing their
business network while they establish their entrepreneurship business in countries like
Finland. Hence, the practical implications of the outcomes of this thesis papers would
have a considerable amount of positive inputs. The following subchapters would
demonstrate the managerial implications of the outcomes of this research paper.
First of all, the findings from the empirical data provide a holistic view of the overall
process and steps that are required to be followed while any TE wants to establish their
own business in countries like Finland (Figure 4, p.63; Figure 7, p.76). Figure 4 & 7,
demonstrates the steps starting from the idea generations and registering the company
to finally starting the business. Taking into considerations of the described steps new
TE can modify and refine their business plan and activities.
Furthermore, the views on developing a business network provide clarity over how a
small or medium enterprise can also materialize these views towards achieving their
goal of the business establishment. When the TE could portray the pour aspects of
developing a business network, he/she could easily construct fragments plans for
developing a business network for their own business. It would eventually help to
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develop the understanding over prioritizing their network development steps
considering their need for essential network stakeholders.
Traditionally, TE tends to undermine the structured way of developing a business
network while they start planning their business. However, from the findings and
analysis, it is very much understandable that, even the small or medium enterprises
could also follow a structured way to business network development. More
specifically, the discussion in the findings and analysis regarding the network as
structure perspective shows a new viewpoint that the organization can structure their
internal business network depending on the skill sets of individuals or partners.
Considering the other three perspectives of the business network, the manager could
prioritize their attention towards developing and maintaining relationships with related
network stakeholders depending on related connectivity and value with the business
organization. Table 3 (p.67) and table 4 (p.79) would work perfect example as
reference. Moreover, network as process aspects would eventually provide clarity over
the issue that not all network needs attention at the same time. In context to the process
and steps TE is facing, they can focus their attention towards only the related business
network development.
Hence, the thesis would fundamentally provide a base for network considerations as
the findings and analysis suggest that, the basis of considerations for business network
development could be trust, honesty and service quality.
6.4

Reliability and validity of the study

According to Kuusi et al. 2015, "To justify the acceptability of an overall study and
evaluate the findings of a research, it is important to test the reliability and validity of
the research process." Kuusi et al. 2015, has put more emphasis on understanding and
knowing the quality requirements and fundamental difference between a general writeup and a scientific research paper. Hence, the research paper should focus on reliable
and authenticated data collection and further scientific analysis of the collected data
based on logic and backed theoretical evidence. Therefore, there should be a balance
between the creativity of findings correlated with the facts evidentially supported by
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analysis, which in turn will enhance of acceptability and reliability of any research
study.
Furthermore, Shuttleworth (2008), stated that "A valid and reliable research can be
trusted with the results it offers to the readers." Representation of knowledge based
on facts, logical assumptions and reasoning through argue justification can earn the
research study of its validity. It is mentionable that the validity of the study can be
explained from two viewpoints, first internal and second external validity.

The

construction of the theoretical framework of the study, when building through internal
logic and consistent progress of the process of the study may be referred to as the
internal validity of any research study. Whereas, the external validity is the precise
output of the internal validity, as it refers to the valid results that are derived from the
internal validity of research supported by empirical facts that were build construction
of theoretical framework.
The holistic view or "whole picture" of the research study should be covered by
relevant concepts and contexts, Kuusi et al. (2015). However, this research study has
presented a strong foundation of theoretical concepts along with entrepreneurial
context and research methodology through including wide and variant authenticated
and relevant literature. This base of strong literature would ensure the validity of
"whole picture" view.
As mentioned earlier, external validity is the result of the correlation between the
internal structure of the research (construction of theoretical framework) and the
empirical data and the soundness of the results derived from the research study. That
means the consistency of results and empirical data set should be present in the
research study. This research study has collected all relevant empirical data through
individual interviews from professional TEs considering the case company which has
established its business in Finland. To ensure the external validity, all interviews were
transcribed and analyzed with care keeping the scientific research structure in mind to
remove misinterpretation of expert opinion and experience sharing.
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On top of these, the arguments that are presented in this study are based on high-quality
empirical data sets. Also, the results that have been offered by this study has obvious
theoretical and practical/managerial implications. Hence, this opens up further
conceptual space for TE's to design business networks in such manner to reach positive
developments in entrepreneurship establishment and continuation.
On the other hand, reliability focuses on reducing the errors and biases in the research
study, which refers to the repeatability of any specific study without having random
results. This argument can be complemented by Yin (2003), that states "reliability as
the goal to minimize errors and biases in the research study." In this type of qualitative
research, study reliability can be enhanced and ensured by maintaining constant
accuracy and applying proper research methodology. While a reliable set of results are
ensured by the consistency in methodology application in quality data collection and
analysis. In this research study, the author has ensured it by executing the planning of
the research process beforehand or in advance and documented each step accordingly
while taking expert advice from the respected supervisor.
In the meantime, it is also mentionable that, the data collection, data interpretation,
and analysis has been followed by maintaining high ethical standards. All participants
involved during the data collection procedures have been treated with due respect. Any
negative consequences to the people involved have been avoided by applying sincere
and honest attention during/throughout the interview process. Also, the interview does
not include any trade secret or confidential business information, hence allowing the
author to use the whole dataset without deleting or avoiding any part. Moreover, this
study cites to used literature and IPRs extensively to justify the utilization of previous
literature and also to point out this study's actual contribution while keeping in mind
off the responsibility of a researcher towards other researchers.
Hence, form the above discussions, it can be concluded that, this research study has
ensured the validity and reliability of the research by ensuring authenticated and
related context of theoretical base, quality of empirical dataset and relationships
between presented results, actual empirical data and maintained ethical standards.
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Thus, a comprehensive description of the studied topic has been provided in this thesis
research paper.
6.5

Limitations and suggestions for further research

Research are done for finding new solutions, sometimes for addressing new aspects
and sometimes for filling up some gaps already addressed by other researchers. Unlike
all research, this research paper also has limitations. There were limitations during the
construction of the theoretical framework as well as in some part of the empirical
study. This subchapter will address some of such limitations and also present a brief
on possible further research in this arena.
It is mentionable that, the author of this paper is in his very early stage of writing his
first research paper. On top of that, the topic was fascinating and challenging at the
same time, because, the topic consists of two different dimensions of discipline relating
to the international business study. At first, the primary challenge was to identify and
select secondary data from a massive amount of generalized available secondary data
regarding entrepreneurship, transnational entrepreneurship, and business network.
This research study has covered a considerable set of different literature relating to this
topic to formulate a valued foundation to analyze the empirical data. In some
subchapter of literature review, would seems less connected, as there were a variety of
aspects from existing scholarly literature to cover in one place.
Furthermore, it was very challenging during the start of this research paper while
pursuing the objective to find the specific variables which would reflect the
considerations for network selection. However, as the research moved forward,
addressing the core fundamentals of business network considerations was another
challenge to encounter, as it undergoes a vast variety of aspects. Therefore, the focus
of the thesis had to be narrowed down to specific four aspects and specific business
area of the food industry. Another mentionable limitation for this research paper would
be its lack of empirical data. The findings only include the interview conducted only
with two transnational entrepreneurs of the same organization. Critics might find it
difficult representing the transnational entrepreneurs' aspects covering the whole
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perspective with only two interviews. Hence, it does not cover the whole aspects of
the transnational areas, not even the whole aspects of the food industry area. It would
have been more scientific and structure if more interview from the different business
area had covered.
In addition to the above, the lack of empirical data on the financial situation is also
mentionable, depending on which, further analysis could have taken place following
the TE's impact on the economy to come with substantial justification for its inclusion
in the literature review chapter. However, this chapter eventually was introduced to
the readers to demonstrate the impact on the economy that TEs' are having on the
overall business environment of Finland. Hence, the readers could easily relate
economic value from the business environment perspective of Finland and have the
idea over the business environment offering for immigrants, justifying the value-added
factor for choosing this topic. Therefore, it clarifies the question, why more attention
it needs to be addressed in a research paper.
Addressing future research, this study opens up new doors towards business research
focusing on Scandinavian countries. While immigrants are becoming a mentionable
element of Finland's economy, their skill sets could be encouraged to improve the
business arena. The specific context of this research study identifies the necessity for
further research in the field of Transnational Entrepreneurship and their business
establishment area, focusing on different market scopes. Identifying clear and more
scientific suggestions towards the process of business establishment and network
development in Finland would open new doors more business to flourish and make a
positive impact on economic development.
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